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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this exploratory mixed methods study was to investigate the successes
and difficulties of a 1:1 Chromebook implementation in a suburban high school. The research
questions that arose were as follows: What were the intentions and goals of the 1:1 roll-out?
How would administrators, teachers, counselors, and informational technology workers describe
the success of their 1:1 roll-out at the end of its first year, taking into account deployment and
infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment? What strengths and
weaknesses would stakeholders identify for their 1:1 roll-out, upon reflection? Part 1 of the study
entailed a 17 question survey of teachers, counselors, and a paraprofessional. Part 2 of the study
involved interviews with teachers, counselors, administrators, and an information technology
professional. The challenges identified included technical issues with computers and charging.
The successes included better communication between teachers and students.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem at hand is how to best prepare learners for success in modern society, with 1:1
Chromebooks being the chief, new vehicle via which learning experiences conducive to this end
at the high school level will be facilitated. Currently, an abundance of unfamiliarity with these
conduits of learning exists, as this is the inaugural year of the program, so an era of trial and
error is anticipated. The matter being addressed is complex and involves several major categories
of stakeholders, including (but not limited to) all manner of school staff, parents, and students.
The purpose of this research is to examine the strengths and weaknesses of the first year of a 1:1
intiative, as well as the initatives overall impact on a variety of stakeholders.This study is
significant, as schools go increasingly 1:1, there are certainly lessons to be learned from this
research to make such programs as positively effective as possible.
For the purposes of this research, the stakeholders that will be focused on will be school staff,
specifically, members of the following groups: administrators, counselors, teachers, and
informational technology support workers. This choice was made since these stakeholders will
be the ones modelling to students how to properly utilize the Chromebooks. In addition, these
stakeholders will be the figures establishing what qualifies as best practice for the use of the
technology tools in question.
The ideal state of affairs would result in the 1:1 Chromebook initiative exceptionally
supporting both the mission and vision statements of the school district as a whole and the high
school being studied in particular. On a district-level, the overarching mission is as follows: “the
relentless pursuit of excellence”. By launching this program in the first place, the ‘pursuit’ part
has already been followed well; the key word that will be tested is ‘relentless’. By analyzing the
1

implementation of this program and exploring avenues for further research and growth, the
journey towards an increasingly effective educational experience can be shown to be a truly real,
evolving, and engaging endeavor.
The vision of the district is encompassed within its mission statement, but lends greater
specificity to the path the schools are on; the vision statement reveals that area schools are
working “to equip learners with 21st century skills to achieve excellence in a continuallychanging world”. The field of technology is directly addressed under the student learning and
success goal, also presented on the district’s website, as part of their strategic plan. The task at
hand is ensuring that the implementation of the Chromebook initiative aids in the reaching of the
aforementioned goals. This will require in-depth progress monitoring. For the purposes of this
study, this will be partially done via surveys interviews focusing on educator’s reflections on the
experience.
By evaluating the successes and miscalculations made by similar districts that engaged in
a complete 1:1 roll-out earlier in the evolution of the technology necessary for such a
transformation, the studied district was able to refrain from being party to certain common
pitfalls. However, no massive undertaking such as this is without flaw, thus the labor we must
devote ourselves to is to investigating this implementation over the course of a year in order to
identify what measures work well, which can be altered, and which need to be completely done
away with and replaced with different techniques.

2

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review was focused on several sub-categories including deployment and
infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment. Prior to diving into these four
areas, however, it is important to define 1:1 technology and explore the basics of its history and
current status.
Defining what constitutes a 1:1 technology, or in a broader sense, a 1:1 initiative is an
intriguing endeavor indeed. Jennifer Harris, Mohammad al-Bataineh, and Adel al-Batanieh
(2016) state that “1:1 Technology refers to the technological movement of every child in the
classroom, school, school district, etc., having a laptop in the classroom to manipulate and learn
with as a tool,” (p. 375). This is a rather archaic definition of the term, as laptops are not the
only medium by which a 1:1 program can be achieved these days. Laptops may historically be
the proverbial bread and butter of 1:1 programs, but they no longer have an exclusive chokehold
on the market. A more all-encompassing definition that explains what 1:1 is was created by
Damien Bebell and Laura O’Dwyer (2010), who qualify it as 1:1 computing and assert that “
“1:1 computing” refers to the level at which access to technology is available to students and
teachers; by definition, it says nothing about actual educational practices,” (p. 6). Essentially, 1:1
technology is when every student has their own technological device to utilize in learning during
the day. Having a 1:1 initiative simply means the schools have provided students with the means
to meet that definition; however, in order to have a successful 1:1 initiative, it is the author’s
opinion that the technology does have to coincide with actual educational best practices.
1:1 classroom initiatives as they are known today were spearheaded by the program
Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow in the 1980’s (Harris, Al-Bataineh, & Al-Bataineh, 2016). They
continued to expand to new territory throughout the 1990’s, 2000’s, and 2010’s, but have not yet
3

arrived at every school in the United States. The value of 1:1 technology is becoming
increasingly self-evident and 1:1 technology will likely soon be ubiquitous; with the United
States being amongst the earliest countries to embrace the movement. However, as a whole, we
are currently behind our self-imposed, projected timeline to make 1:1 technology all-pervasive.
The U.S. Department of Education planned to switch all schools to digital textbooks by 2017
(Zheng et al., 2014, p. 279). Considering how many school districts of varying socio-economic
levels there are in this country, this is perhaps unsurprising.
This literature review will examine four key areas to consider when undergoing a 1:1
initiative: deployment and infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment. All
four are matters to consider when planning for a 1:1 initiative, and the latter two are what can
Clearly, this has not come to pass in its entirety, but progress is being made consistently; just not
as rapidly as once was desired. make a 1:1 intativative so powerful.

Deployment and Infrastructure
Deployment is the process the district had to carefully plan and follow to successful
delive Chromebooks into the hands of students. The umbrella term of infrastructure encompasses
a variety of sub-topics; everything from how the informational technology team deals with
technical issues to how many additional laptops are purchased to accommodate for said issues
and damage falls under this area. For the purposes of this literature review and study, we will be
focusing our attention on the following subtopics: preparation for deployment, device selection,
deployment, and the procedures put in place to deal with any issues that arise after deployment.
First, there must be a solid timeline of preparation for deployment.Corn, et al. espouse the
advice of actively planning for at least half a year prior to the launch of a 1:1 intiative. They also
state that “it is best if teachers get their laptops during the second semester of the school year and
4

students receive their laptops at the start of the following school year, “ (Corn, et al, 2010, p. 3).
This allows teachers adequate time to adjust to the new devices, prior to having to help students
do the same.
There are a profusion of factors that need to be taken into account when orchestrating the
launch of a 1:1 initiative and if the whole ordeal is not handled carefully and properly, schools
can face backlash akin the the iPad scandal that rocked the Los Angeles Public Schools, when
their promised 1:1 initiative did not come to fruition as planned due to a lack of meaningful
foresight (Gilbertson, 2014). Clearly, this did not reflect well on the district and stymied all
future 1:1 initiatives; therefore, all following 1:1 initiatives know to proceed carefully. Daniel P.
Kelly (2015) asserts that the first steps to planning for 1:1 implementation should be a needs
assessment and goals analysis.This will be different for every district, but undergoing the process
ensures that everyone is on the same page and has a valid, agreed upon road map to reference
when moving forwards.
An important part of the deployment process is some manner of pilot program being
present prior to a complete, school or district-wide launch. McQuiggan, McQuiggan, Sabourin,
and Kosturko (2015) urge that schools pilot Chromebooks with a limited number of students
and teachers prior to deciding if they should expand the program to the whole school and student
body indefinitely; they state that this can help administrators “gather appropriate data by
documenting successes as well as roadblocks and challenges,” (p. 129). This also allows
stakeholders to provide feedback and troubleshoot potential issues before they can run rampant
amongst a large group of people all at once. It allows all teachers and a select group of students
the opportunity to have some hands-on practice with the device selected prior to it being given to
all students.
5

When addressing device selection, Grant and Basye (2014) caution against employed a
Bring Your Own Device program, particularly if such a deal is struck in the interest of keeping
cost down; Grant and Basye state that forcing IT stakeholders, students, and teachers to deal with
devices that are widely incongruent can “accure greater costs” for support,” (p. 105). It can also
make it more difficult for teachers to present instructions to the whole class, as they will be
dealing with different operating systems, and gives the school less control over what the students
are doing with their devices in the classroom. You also run into the issue of some students in
lower economic strata not being able to provide a device, or not being able to bring a device that
meets the needs of assignments they will be dealing with in the classroom.
Chromebooks meet all the basic requirements of technology needed for daily lessons in
core and most elective classes; they allow for word processing, research, and collaboration
through the cloud.. This is precisely why they are rapidly achieving higher and higher levels of
popularity. Chromebooks are also often chosen due to their relatively inexpensive price point and
relative simplicity (Ullemen, 2015). For the price of a single full-service laptop, districts can
purchase multiple Chromebooks. It should also be noted that, in addition to being relatively
cheap, Chromebooks can help reduce how much schools spend on other areas of their budget.
The use of Google Classroom alone provides students with online versions of assignments and
resource materials, allowing classrooms to go increasingly paperless (Heggart & Yoo, 2018).
This is allowing districts to save thousands in paper, ink, and wear and tear to printer and copier
machinery on a daily basis. Chromebooks also take less time to set-up and begin to actively use
than traditional laptops, self-update without prompt, and do not require extra anti-virus
programs. (Gupta, 2014). This frees up time for IT professionals to focus on larger issues related
to the deployment of a 1:1 initiative.
6

One certainty with technology is that, at some point, it will fail. One inevitability when
dealing with students is that they will forget to bring their proper supplies to school. Extra
Chromebooks and chargers are necessary. In his book “Deploying Chromebooks in the
Classroom: Planning, Installing, and Managing Chromebooks in Schools and Colleges” Guy
Hart-Davis (2018) recommends that schools have between 10% to 20% of their base number of
computers waiting in reserve, to be utilized as loaner laptops when students neglect to bring their
device to class or when a student’s main device is being repaired. He additionally suggests that a
school district create a plan of action that allows them to replace a certain amount of laptops at
the end of each year, as they age, so they do not need to order an entirely new fleet all at once (p.
18). These are reasonable pieces of advice to consider when developing a game plan, since
technology is certainly unpredictable, designed to be ephemeral, and liable to fail at inconvenient
times, but this can also be a heavy expenditure for schools with large student bodies.This cost
must be taken into consideration during the planning stages of this endeavor.
Another concern in regards to the launch of Chromebooks is increasing the effectiveness
and size of a school’s Internet network. One major issue is bandwidth; more students will be
online at the same time when 1:1 Chromebooks are launched; online activities would no longer
be limited to specific computer labs. During his tenure as President, Obama called for schools to
“employ a 1 gb (gigabyte) line,” in regards to bandwidth (Marcinek, 2015, p. 7).This shows that
the highest office in the free world acknowledges that equitable Internet speeds are a priority,
and sets a standard to follow, though it should be acknowledged that different schools would face
different levels of struggle to meet this standard, and would need different levels of support from
the state and federal government to achieve it.
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Monitoring student use of laptops is a monumental issue that cannot be completely
addressed simply via blocking certain types of sites. However, a multitude of programs exist that
allow teachers to view what websites and applications their students are accessing and provide
instructors with a certain measure of control over curtailing negative student use
The district to be researched in the proposed study utilizes Aristotle Insight. Artisotle Insight
allows teachers to view what tabs and applications are open on student’s computers from their
own laptop or phone. Teachers can manually make students exit inappropriate sites or
applications from their own device.

Leadership and Teaching
The area of leadership can be cloudy when dealing with 1:1 technology. Clearly, teachers
and administrators are spearheading the campaign, but IT professionals play a large part as well,
and new professionals may need to be hired to deal with in-building issues. The literature on the
topic overwhelmingly recommends that a new job position be created within the building or
buildings following the initiative, for a person who works solely to provide technical support to
that building (Corn, et. al, 2010). This allows students and teachers to have easy, consistent
access to an expert individual that can facilitate repairs and troubleshooting.
Administrators that believe in and actively support a strong 1:1 intativie are pivotal to its
success. Principals must encompass within their variety of leadership roles specific initiatives
and focus on technology integration (Chang, Chin, & Hsu, 2008). This must begin prior to the
launch of their 1:1 intiative. If there are several administrators within a school, including a head
principal and several vice principals, allocating specific technology roles to specific individuals
can be helpful.
8

Teachers also need to take on active leadership roles when it comes to technology. In
order to take up their position as technological leaders in a 1:1 environment, teachers need ample
time for practice and professional development. In his book “The 1:1 Roadmap: Setting The
Course for Innovation in Education”, Maricinek (2015) advocates for teachers to be given time
to work hands on with new applications throughout the school year, instead of only front loading
them with professional development only at the start of the year. This advice is also supported by
Ruggerio and Mong (2015), who state that “even among teachers averaging 14 years’
experience, technology integration in the classroom faces continuing barriers such as lack of
continuing training,” (p. 175). Training must be continual to keep teachers continually growing
and open to new educational applications and devices; the journey to supporting good pedagogy
with good technology is a never-ending one.
Another suggested practice to help bolster support for teachers, and therefore, bolster the
positive results students receive from 1:1 technology is providing teachers with a technologyskilled mentor that works with them in their own classrooms, during lessons and lesson planning,
to ensure that they are developing greater proficiency in utilizing their 1:1 devices to their
maximum potential in the classroom. In an ideal world, this would be easily accomplished, but in
the real world, this can be a challenge to implement. However, as Kopcha points out “mentoring
models of technology integration have been criticized because they place too high a demand on
school resources such as time, money, and teacher support (Chuang et al. 2003; Gallagher
2000).,” (Kopcha, 2010, p. 187). This problem can be partly alleviated by training the
instructional coaches that often already exist in districts to provide this manner of mentoring to
teachers. This makes the money point a lesser issue, as a whole new position does not need to be
created. Time management can still be a problem, but if teachers are being expected to engage in
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professional development in regards to 1:1 technology, shouldn’t that same responsibility be
shared by instructional coaches, and also administration?
One possible pathway forward in regards to empowering students towards taking on a
leadership role when it comes to Chromebooks is allowing for the creation of a student
technology team. This can be especially powerful at the high school level, where students are
often taking advanced computer classes and eagerly preparing for careers in the Information
Technology field. Peterson and Scharbar (2017) provide a framework for what manner of
activities the student technology team could complete, stating that “STT (student technology
team) duties may include training teachers and students how to use technology to support
learning either through conducting face-to-face trainings or by recording instructional videos.
STT students may also support IT by fixing minor software, hardware, and server issues at a help
desk or repair lab,” (p. 387) The advantages of such a program are two-fold; the district’s
professional IT department no longer has to waste time dealing with simple problems, and the
students themselves are learning valuable 21st century job skills in a realistic way.

Teaching Methods
Chromebooks can revolutionize teaching methods in a multitude of manners
Chromebooks allow for more efficient, effective, and seemless differentiation. Before embarking
on the task of discovering how differentiation is aided by Chromebooks being made available to
each and every student, it is first vital to establish a unified understanding of what differentiation
is and what fostering it in individual classrooms entails. Differentiation is when “a teacher
proactively plans varied approaches to what students need to learn, how they will learn it and/or
how they can express what they have learned” (Tomlinson, 2010, p. 155). This can include
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everything from providing students with multiple, project-based options to choose from to show
their understanding of a concept, to providing students that struggle with writing templates, to
providing students that are ahead of the rest of the class with supplemental work to keep them
engaged.
Often, when teachers use the term differentiation, the focus tends to be on helping the
struggling learners, rather than providing a unique learning experience for every student,
regardless of life situation or ability. Taylor enthuses that viewing differentiation, the act of
tailoring instructrion to best suit what students need and where there are at,only as the
application of scaffolding methods, often in the forms of extra step and resources to help students
that need some form of remediation, is an incorrect understanding of the concept. Instead,
differentiation should be seen as “a multifaceted programme of activities capable of meeting the
individual needs of students, “ (p. 56). Chromebooks make achieving this a simpler task, that
also affords students more privacy. With content being delivered via digital means, students have
greater ownership over their learning and can receive additional help or challenging assignments
without their classmates having to play party to the deal. Smith and Throne reveal that there are
countless ways of differentiating instruction with technology, providing an overview of the
possibilities when they state that “web resources and multimedia software greatly expand
learning options and provide information access way beyond the school textbook and media
center. Technology can help teachers shape and deliver instruction to meet the needs of all
students, assist in the improvement of student thinking, provide for research and presentation
products, and improve communication,” (p. 13). Essentially, Chromebooks provide a platform
by which teachers can more easily find and distribute differentiated instruction. Google
Classroom allows for teachers to easily funnel information to students on expectations for
11

different possible assignments, and provides students with greater freedom and support for
addressing lesson objectives.
Chromebooks can also make it simpler to accomodate students with individual education
plans. Applications that can be downloaded onto the Chromebooks can perform several basic
functions that align with special educational services often allocated to students with IEPS. For
example, the application Chromevox functions as screen reading support, which can be used by
all types of students, from the visually impaired, to those that require read alouds to process texts
completely and facilitate their reading comprehension (Friedlander & Marotta, 2015) This can
help students that have the accommodation of having tests and quizzes read aloud to them move
at a more personalized pace, as they no longer have to share a para-professional with other
students in the classroom in order to have this need met. Chromebox is an extension that be
utilized on any device that can download Google Chrome; it is not a feature exclusive to
Chromebooks but it does work well on Chromebooks.

Learning
How Chromebooks are utilized can revolutionize learning. Crook, Sharma, and Wilson
(2015) argue that it is not the laptops themselves that improve learning outcomes, but rather that
the proper implementation of 1:1 technologies represents a “paradigm shift” that allow for
“student-centered, personalized learning” (p. 298).
The chance to use Chromebooks generates greater interest within students, which
subsequently leads to higher and long-lasting engagement. In essence, the student suddenly takes
greater accountability for their own learning; the teacher-centered classroom quickly becomes
obsolete in the face of technology that the student controls. Students with Chromebooks have
12

more avenues by which to satiate their curiosity in relation to questions they have related to
lesson objectives and the teacher can call upon students to do small but meaningful spurts of
research during whole-class discussion and group work time (Sahin, Delen, and Ozsoy, 2016).
The lesson plan suddenly becomes more flexible and student needs can be gauged and met more
quickly and more effectively.
There is an abundance of digital platforms that have been created to support learners and
the learning process. Several notable ones are touted by Robinson (2017) in the article
“Technology Tools for Paperless Classroom” where she informs readers of the benefits of
Google Classroom, Quizlet, Kahoot, Quizzezz and EDpuzzle. EDpuzzle is particularly
interesting as it allows teachers to add a new, pedagogically sound twist to an old educational
staple: the educational video. EDpuzzle allows teachers to add questions and other checkpoints
into the video, which makes students complete formative and summative assessments as they go
along, ensuring that they are actively engaged with the content rather than only consuming it.
1:1 Chromebooks, thus far, have most strongly improved student’s writing skills (
International Journal of Education and Development using Information and Communication
Technology (IJEDICT), 2013, Vol. 9, Issue 1, pp. 4-18 )
Project-based learning is also boosted with the implementation of Chromebooks.
According to the Project Hiller study, students participated in more and longer project-based
learning once 1:1 had been implemented; they also journaled more often and completed more
informal assessments while also interacting with their peers more on small group tasks (Penuel,
2006). This evidence is also supported by a study that included 447 classrooms, that concluded
that 1:1 technology lead to an increase in project-based learning and a decrease in time spent on
1:1 direct instruction ( Dawson, Cavanaugh and Ritzhaupt (2008) analyzed the impact of
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Florida’s Leveraging).1:1 technology can make teachers grow professionally, in ways beyond
simply using the novel new, concrete possibilities made available to them thanks to the
proliferation of new technology. Adapting to new technology also puts teachers into the perfect
position for thorough and in-depth self-reflection on their practices and pedagogy.
The literature seems to suggest that, with time, most instructors embrace a 1:1 intiative
and believe that it benefits students.Only 4% of teachers in a survey based on a 5-point Likert
scale agreed or strongly disagreed with the idea of 1:1 technology benefiting their students, three
years after it’s implementation. (Bebell & Kay, 2010). This implies that, in general, teachers will
adjust to the new landscape around them and utilize it positively.
One model of learning that is often spoken of in conjunction with 1:1 technology is the
idea of the flipped classroom, for 1:1 technology is the foundation on which the flipped
classroom model rests upon to exist. The flipped classroom is essentially when ‘traditional’
vehicles of in-class instruction, such as lectures, are viewed and/or completed outside of class,
and class time is instead spent on activities that would have been labeled as homework in the
past (Arnold-Garza, 2014). The method, when used successfully, seems to garner gains for both
higher and lower level students. Cronhjort, Filipsson, and Weurlander (2017) compared four
college calculus classes functioning under traditional classroom norms to four college calculus
classes working under a flipped classroom model. Their results supported the flipped classroom
model, with students from the four classes using it outperformed their peers in the control
groups. Cronhjort, Filipsson, and Weurlander ( 2017) reveal that “we found that the failure rate
decreased more and the highest grade increased more in the flipped classroom compared to the
lecture group, indicating that the intervention was beneficial for low as well as high-performing
students,” ( p. 119 ). This results are encouraging; however, it must be noted that the scholars
14

involved in this experiment were college students, who tend to have a very vested interest in
their grades, due to financing their own education, and due to their status as adults, tend to have a
greater sense of responsibility and more control over their access to computers and Internet
connections.
On the surface, the flipped classroom model appears to be a revolutionarily positive idea,
and it can be, for it allows for teachers to spend more classroom time working one and one with
students and allows students to manipulate the material more in the presence of a qualified
instructor. This can allow for the easy remedy of any confusion the student is facing whilst
working. However, it is difficult for a flipped classroom to function in a setting where a part of
the student population does not have access to wireless Internet within their homes. Another
challenge arises in regards to what Du, Fu, and Wang (2014) refer to as “heavy reliance on
student motivation,” (p. 18). By putting the onus on the student to activate their own background
knowledge and thoroughly being to process the lesson’s objectives, the teacher is relying on
motivation that may not intrinsically exist for every student. This means that while the flipped
classroom is a great concept, it may not work for every student or in every context, across the
board.

Assessment
1:1 technology can also change the ways in which assessments are given and their data is
processed and utilized. In their report , the US Department of Education maintains that
assessments given via digital means are more effective than traditional forms of assessment, due
to their ability to be “embedded in learning”, with “adaptive pathways”, “real time feedback” and
“enhanced item types,” (p. 52). Perhaps the most well-known of the assessment options
15

available on Chromebooks is Google Forms, which allows students to take quizzes online and
receive immediate feedback (Heggart & Yoo, 2018; Castro, 2018). These questions can be
multi-choice, short answer, checkbox style, paragraph style, linear scale style, and dropdown
menu style.
The DoE’s report also suggests that 1:1 technology will prove to be “ likely accelerating
the shift from time-based learning to competency-based learning,” (p. 59). With digital mediums
provided by 1:1 technology, it is a simpler matter to provide students with remedial work and
allow them to access more lessons and assistance on areas and objectives they are struggling
with, until a certain level of proficiency can be reached.
Another way to assess student knowledge is to have them create a product that has them
reading the modification and redefinition aspects of the SAMR model. The SAMR model is a
model for different levels of integrating technology with teaching; it includes “four levels of
technology integration (substitution, augmentation, modification, and redefinition) and provides
a framework to support educators and instructional designers in creating optimal learning
experiences using mobile devices in education,” (Romrell, Kidder, and Wood, 2014, p. 1). The
lowest level of the model, substitution, would simply require tranfering a task you would
typically do on paper to an electronic format, without changing it’s content to any great extent.
An example of this would be doing a simple mulitple-choice quiz on Google Classroom instead
of with a pen and paper. Redefintion, on the other hand, is a higher-level of integration and
learning. An example of redefinition would be if students created their own simulation for a
class. According to Beth A. Bucholz in her journal article “Drama as Serious (and Not So
Serious) Business: Critical Play, Generative Conflicts, and Moving Bodies in a 1:1 Classroom”
the focus needs to be on rather we are encouraging and positioning children to be “producers or
16

consumers of knowledge” with the former being aligned with the higher levels of the SAMR
model (p. 20). If instructors are solely allowing for students to be consumers of knowledge, there
suddenly becomes very little difference between lecturing at them and putting them in front of a
screen to essentially read the lecture themselves on a bright screen. It is when students are
producers of knowledge, which can sometimes be made easier thanks to technology, that
learning goals are truly met and the highest levels of retention and learning are truly reached.
This does not always require that the district funnel money into additional and
particularly fancy applications; Bucholz reveals that “children identified the camera video
feature of iPads as a productive but often overlooked learning tool in the classsroom-one that can
capture literate bodies in action rather than forcing the meaning making process onto paper,”
(pgs. 20-21). The researcher for this thesis has found this to be true in their own practice, having
facilitated lessons that both made students consumers and producers of knowledge, utilizing 1:1
technology. For example, students were made to be consumers of knowledge when they read
“The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe on their Chromebooks. They became producers of knowledge
when they created videos of themselves acting out “Of Mice and Men” and then analyzing the
text by relating the characters to the seven deadly sins, using their own research and selecting
their own quotes from the novella. The latter, it should be noted, functioned as a summative
assessment, which supports the idea that summative assessments can be achieved well when one
requires students to produce new content and knowledge via technology.

Research Questions
Based on this literature review, the following questions capture the purpose of this research
study:
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•

What were the intentions of the 1:1 roll-out?

•

How would administrators, teachers, counselors, and informational technology workers
describe the success of their 1:1 roll-out at the end of its first year, taking into account
deployment and infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment?

•

What strengths and weaknesses would stakeholders identify for their 1:1 roll-out?

3. METHODOLOGY
Participants
The participants were teachers, counselors, administrators, and information technology
professionals working at a Midwestern high school, serving grades 9-12. There was one paraprofessional that also participated, and though this viewpoint was not anticipated, it added a
valuable perspective to the data. The school is a suburban school, with an enrollment of 1524
students. The participants have varying levels of experience with 1:1 technology and varying
years of experience in their positions. All participants were part of a schoolwide initiative
designed to have teachers and students employing Chromebooks in their learning endeavors
during the 2019-2020 school year, and ideally, beyond.

Materials/Instruments
Survey: The survey consisted of 15 questions, including questions that follow the 5-point LikertScale. This questions are measuring stakeholders opinions on issues related to the Chromebooks,
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such as how adequate support was and how effective the Chromebooks are at teaching students
21st century skills. Several questions/items were designed to be responded to in an open-ended
format and a few were formulated as yes-no questions. This survey was a contextual adaptation
of a validated survey from a previous study (Davidson, Richardson, & Jones, 2014).These
questions are original but not dissimilar in theme to questions utilized in Davidson, Richardson,
and Jones’ (2014) study for their article entitled “Teachers’ perspective on using technology as
an instructional tool.” This lends validity to this study. The questions in this study are worded to
suit the unique context of this study, but address the same central concerns as the Davidson,
Richardon, and Jones questions.
Five items used the following five-point Likert Scale: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral,
Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. They were designed to measure teacher’s opinions on the
effectiveness of the 1:1 iniative. For example:
Q6: Chromebooks assist me in teaching students 21st century skills.
Q8: I believe the professional development I have undergone in regard to Chromebooks is
adequate.
Q10: I have seen Chromebooks positively impact student engagement.
Three questions were multiple choice, designed this way to either attain consent from the
participant prior to completing the rest of the survey, or to provide a specific kind of data for the
study, to discover how well Chromebooks were being used. For example:
Q7: How often do you use Chromebooks in your classroom?
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The multiple choice options were as follows: Rarely, A Few Times A Month, Once A
Week, and Every Class Period.
The remaining nine questions were open-ended questions and allowed teachers to share
as much or as little as they saw fit. Here is a sample of open-ended questions:
Q12: Explain the level of support you have received when it comes to addressing
technical issues in relation to the Chromebooks.
Q13: Explain the level of support you have received when it comes to utilizing different
instructional strategies with the Chromebooks.

Interview Questions: The interviews were conducted to add the qualitative component to the
findings, to better describe the context in which the statistical data will be interpreted and to
bring to light some specific examples of instructors and other stakeholders experiences related to
the purpose of this research study. The interview questions have been tailored to suit the
professional positions of the individuals being interviewed. There were different prompts for the
following groups: teachers, counselors, and administrators and information technology
professionals. Two items provided were designed to access the impact on students: How have
you seen Chromebooks impact College and Career Readiness? How have you seen
Chromebooks impact student behavior? The questions given to the other groups are more
extensive and can be found in Appendix B.
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Quantitative Data Collection
The study took place over the 2019-2020 school year. The twenty-eight survey
participants were recruited via email, with the email being sent out to the entire staff body of the
school in question and containing the link to the Qualtrics survey. The survey included consent
request, demographic information questions such as job title, if they were over 18, and if they
had any previous experience teaching at a 1:1 school. The survey was streamlined to encourage a
high number of responses, with participants able to complete it in ten minutes or less.
When asked to supply their job title, the results of individuals who responded to the
survey were as follows: 23 self-identified teachers, 1 Library Media Specialist, 1 paraeducator, 2
counselors, and 1 Director of Theatre. Within the teacher grouping, some respondents provided
more detail: there were two department chairs, one for English and 1 for mathematics, an InSchool Suspension/Credit Recovery teacher, a special education teacher, four English teachers, 2
social studies teachers, and 2 physcial education teachers.
Seventeeen respondents indicated they did not have previous experience teaching at a 1:1
school, 10 indicated that they did, which means that 1person did not respond to this question. Of
the respondents that did address this question, only 37% had previous experience teaching in a
1:1 school, which means that the majority of respondents entered this experience as new 1:1
teachers, but it also means this survey additionally had a sizable amount of experts that could
compare and contrast this roll-out and overall implementation to their previous experiences.
They were provided with a digital link to the survey. The survey was anticipated to take
about 10-15 minutes to complete.
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Collection of Qualitative Data
Nine participants agreed to participate in an in-person interview. Participants' responses
were recorded on the Otter app on the researcher’s iPhone, which was password-protected
throughout the study. Digital notes were taken. Five participants were classroom teachers, two
were administrators, one was an informational technology professional, and one was a school
counselor. Participants were assured of confidentiality and asked for written consent to be
surveyed or interviewed. Data and paperwork, both paper and electronic, resulting from this
study, will be deleted or otherwise destoryed after the mandated five year period.

4. FINDINGS FROM MIXED METHODOLOGY
The findings are organized by the four main areas of research: deployment and
infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment. Table A outlines how each
analyzed survey question falls under a certain area of research. They will be presented in the
order of the category they fall under, with deployment and infrastructure being discussed first
and assessment last. Also, qualitative findings from interviews will be utilized per these four
main areas to further clarify findings.
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TABLE 1
ORGANIZATION OF ANALYSIS BY RESEARCH AREA

Deployment and
Infrastructure

Leadership and
Teaching

Learning

Assessment

SQ4: Do you have
any previous
experience working
in a 1:1 School?

SQ5: What
instructional
strategies are you
currently using with
your Chromebooks?
(Google Classroom,
PearDeck, etc.)

SQ6: Chromebooks
assist me in teaching
students 21st century
skills such as
collaboration, media
literacy, technology
literacy, critical
thinking, etc.

SQ15: Chromebooks
have strengthened my
student’s writing
skills.

SQ12: Explain the
level of support you
have received when it
comes to addressing
technical issues in
relation to the
Chromebooks.

SQ7: How often do
you use
Chromebooks in your
classroom?

SQ10: Likert Scale: I
have seen
Chromebooks
positively impact
student engagement.

SQ16: Chromebooks
have had a visible
impact on student
success.

What challenges
have you encountered
with the
Chromebooks?
(TIQ4 & AITQ4)

SQ8: Likert Scale: I
believe the
Chromebook-related
professional
development I have
undergone is
sufficient.

What features of the
Chromebooks do you
appreciate?
(TIQ3&AITQ3)

SQ17: Elaborate on
your answer to
Question 16.

What suggestions
would you make to a
district preparing to
deploy Chromebooks
next year?
(TIQ6 & AITQ7)

SQ13: Explain the
CIQ2: How have you
level of support you
seen Chromebooks
have received when it influencing activities
comes to utilizing
related to College and
different instructional
Career Readiness?
strategies with the
Chromebooks.
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TIQ8: How do you
use Chromebooks for
assessments in your
classroom?

Table 1 (continued)
AITQ5: How did you
prepare for the
implementation of the
1:1 initiative?

TIQ1: Explain the
school goals for the
1:1 Initiative.
(TIQ1, AITQ1, &
CIQI)

CIQ3: How have you
seen Chromebooks
influencing student
behavior?

AITQ6: Related to
the deployment of
Chromebooks, what
do you think
administration did
well?

TIQ5: How did you
prepare for the
implementation of the
1:1 initiative?

TIQ7: How have the
Chromebooks
changed your lesson
planning process?
TIQ9: What session
of professional
development helped
you the most?
TIQ10: What
professional
development would
you like to see for
Chromebooks?
AITQ8: How have
you worked to
support teachers and
students in regard to
Chromebooks?
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AITQ10: How have
you seen
Chromebooks used for
assessing learning?

Table 1 (continued)
AITQ9: How have
you seen
Chromebooks impact
lesson planning?
AITQ11: What
session of
professional
development do you
believe benefited
teachers the most?
SQ #11: How will
you change how you
use Chromebooks
next year?
Notes: SQ#= Survey Question, TIQ#=Teacher Interview Question, AITQ#=
Administration/Information Technology Professional Question, CIQ=Counselor Interview
Question

Deployment and Infrastructure
When addressing the issue of technical support, there was an assortment of comments
ranging from the negative to moderate, to positive. Out of the 27 responses to the question:
Explain the level of support you have received when it comes to addressing technical issues in
relation to the Chromebooks (Q12), 16 teachers indicated that they either had a positive opinion
about the level of technical support they had received, or that they have not needed outside
support as of yet. One example of the former is when a respondent stated that, “Support has been
great. There was a plan in place for implantation and we have an amazing IT team that provides
swift support.” One example of the latter is when a respondent stated that they “Haven't really
had any technical problems.” Six responses expressed negative sentiments about the level of
support, expressing discontent over lost instructional time with students due to dealing with
technical issues, and calling for a technical specialist to be on campus at all times.
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This lack of on-site support staff is a problem that also arose in several interviews, and
will be elaborated on later. 2 responses were moderate. “Adequate” and “Sufficient” were also
responses given that fit under the moderate umbrella category. Two responses were a little open
to interpretation, with one respondent stating “I am the support” which could mean that the
respondent hands all the issues themselves and feels unsupported, or it could mean that they have
a strong amount of technical knowledge already, and do not need help and another person
responding with “little, but I am able to trouble shoot most problems”. Finally, one respondent
put NA in response to this question.
In addition, when responding to the question “What challenges have you encountered
with the Chromebooks?”, one interviewee shared that off-task behavior was a challenge. This
was an issue related to deployment due to a dearth of certain limitations on what applications
students could download directly to their Chromebook. Essentially, students were able to
download apps that were not educational in nature, and this often distracted them from
educational tasks in class. For example, students could not access Netflix as a website, but there
were workarounds that allowed them to download the application and therefore, stream content
that way. This issue is being resolved and will be explored further in the discussion section, but it
is important to touch upon it here due to it’s inherent connection to the deployment step of the
intiative.
Another interview question related to the research area of deployment and infrastructure
was AITQ7:“What suggestions would you make to a district preparing to deploy Chromebooks
next year?” In Vice Principal Interview #2, the administrator stated that “Well, I definitely think
that right now, the restrictions that we have on them, that we started this year off with were
notthe best and that we're going to much better, a better way so I think restrictions on not just the
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basic internet and website filters, but definitely restrictions on the apps.” This re-emphasizes the
same problem mentioned in the proceding paragraph, and shows concern about it from an
administrators perspective. It also is proof that administrators have done a high level of selfreflection on what went well and what did not go well with the launch of the 1:1 intiative, which
means that, even though problems did arise, the potential for growth is substantial.

Leadership and Teaching
The survey indicated that participants used a variety of different instructional strategies.
The table below displays the strategies mentioned and the frequency with which they appeared in
responses. The table (Table B) clearly shows that Google Classroom is the most ubiquitous of
the applications/instructional strategies utilized. Google Classroom was mentioned 26 times in
interviews, which corresponds with the fact that most professional development sessions were
centered around the platfrom. The second most frequently mentioned, singular application was
PearDeck, which was referenced 11 times in interviews. G-Suite (beyond Google Classroom,
and including references to any single, other application (Docs, Forms, Quizzes, etc.) under this
umbrella term, or the term ‘G-Suite’ itself, was mentioned 12 times. Quill, a grammar-focused
learning platform that was purchased by the English Depeartment for use in language arts
classes, was mentioned five times. FlipGrid, Padlet, and Quizlet, which were all included in
several professional development sessions, were mentioned three times each. Canva, Quizlet,
Gimkit, and Kahoot were mentioned two times each. The following applications were alluded to
one time each: Acellus, Screencastify, EdPuzzle, Vialogues, BookCreator, Agile Mind, NearPod,
Vocab.com, Adobe Spark, WeVideo, Quizzizz, and Kami. The bevy of instructional strategies
that were only mentioned by a single participant suggested that thanks to Chromebooks, teachers
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were able to utilize applications that are personalized to fit their classroom needs. On the other
hand, however, learning how to utilize a plethora of different applications can be difficult for
students; there is a certain complexity to utilizing too many different apps and perhaps the focus
should be on keeping it simple and focusing on only the applications that best help students
meeting learning outcomes.
It should also be noted that the surveys and interviews were completed before mid-March of
2020; it is likely that if they have been given later in the year, other applications would have
been mentioned, such as Zoom and Google Hang-outs. This topic will be further explored in the
researcher’s reflection.
A survey response to question #11: Q11 - How will you change how you use
Chromebooks next year? provides some further insight on this. One respondent stated that “I
would like to use Kami for students to do their notes. Plus, I want them to use FlipGridefor
students to present.” Both Kami and FlipGride were mentioned in Table B, but were not
mentioned extensively by interviewees this year, however, this survey response indicates that
teachers are enthusiastic about trying out new applications next year, so perhaps Kami, FlipGrid,
and other applications that were not mentioned too many times in interviews this year, will be
utilized more widely and often next year.
A second survey respondent, when addressing this same question, concurred, stating that
they will have students use Kami for editing purposes next year, instead of limiting themselves to
Google Docs, as they presumably did this school year. This reiterates to the research that
teachers have an active willingness to add to the tools in their wheelhouse when it comes to
utilizing Chromebooks in the classroom. This means that they are both working to improve their
leadership skills and their overall teaching skills.
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Figure 1. Q7- How often do you use Chrombooks in the classroom?
Rounded to the newest percent, 64.29% of respondents used the Chromebooks daily,
10.71% weekly, 14.29% a few times a month, and 10.71% rarely. Only three respondents used
Chromebooks ‘rarely’ within their classroom. This shows that the Chromebooks are indeed
being used, though it can be assumed that the district, going forward, would like to decrease the
number of people in the category “rarely”.
Before a teacher can utilize the Chromebooks properly, however, they must feel
confident in doing so. One of the chief methods of imbuing educators with the skillset and means
by which to utilize Chromebooks and their applications well in their instruction is by providing
productive professional development directly connected to the endeavors of the initiative. In
order to assess the success of such efforts by the district during the 2019-2020 school year, the
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following Likert Scale question was asked: I believe the Chromebook-related professional
development I have undergone is adequate (Q8).

Figure 2. Q8- I believe that Chromebook-related professional development I have undergone is
adequate.
The graph (Figure 2) shows that the majority of respondents found the professional
development provided to be given out at an acceptable level. 17.9% (12 participants) of
respondents strongly agreed, 42.9% expressed that they agreed, 21.4% showed neutrality, and
only 10.7% disagreed, while 7.1% (2 participants) strongly disagreed. This seems to indicate
that a good amount of useful professional development was provided by the district, though they
would do well to keep an active interest to providing new and innovative professional
development opportunities. Question 9 of the survey asked respondents to elaborate on their
ranking for Question 8, which many choose to do. One participant stated, in response to question
9, that “This depends on individual experience with using technology in the classroom. Those
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that are less comfortable with it or don't know how to use it effectively could probably use more
training to effectively utilize the Chromebooks.” This implies that the professional development
offered could have been more extensive. An area of interest for the interviews and further study
behind that is the reason why some participants were not satisfied with the amount of
professional development offered. Two main possibilities exist: either respondents were unhappy
with the professional development provided because it was too basic, or they found it to be too
challenging and needed more professional development focused on foundational knowledge.
These two different perspectives were expressed in replies to Question 9. One respondent stated
that “This depends on individual experience with using technology in the classroom. Those that
are less comfortable with it or don't know how to use it effectively could probably use more
training to effectively utilize the Chromebooks,” which conencts to the idea that more
foundational training could have been helpful. Another respondent revealed “I didn't really need
much PD [Professional Development]. I have integrated tech into lessons for the last 15 years. I
usually lead the PD on technology in the classroom,” which leans more towards the side of the
district needing to take a look at implementing more high-level, specialized PD. This seems to
indicate that some responsdents want more foundational professional developmen and some
respondents would relish more challenging and specialized opportunites.
The responses to the open-ended survey question Explain the level of support you have
received when it comes to utilizing different instructional strategies with the Chromebooks (Q13)
revealed a few different pieces of information. One perhaps unexpected answer came from a
participant who said “way too much… so much that teachers rely on technology too much for
teaching their students skills.” This was an illuminating answer. -14 responses (out of how
many?) seem to portray that they have received abundant support when it comes to utilizing
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different instructional strategies. One participant stated that “The district has offered a good
variety of support when it comes to instructional strategies with Chromebooks.” There were also
more moderate answers; 7 responses indicated some sort of moderate response. Respondents
indicated that support was out there, and teachers had the option to take it our not take it; the
onus was often on the teacher. Six responses seemed to suggest some dissatisfaction with the
level of support. This section of responses ranged from “Not much support from the district is
available unless individual teachers take a day off to go to [professional development place] to
“none. “ Two participants did not respond to this question.
TABLE 2
FREQUENCY OF KEY TERMS IN REGARD TO LEADERSHIP AND TEACHING PER
INTERVIEW
Frequency per
Interview #
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9

Total
Frequency

Mean

Standard
Deviation

SAMR Model

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

3

0

5

1

1.07

Digital Citizenship/Digital Literacy

0

0

4

1

0

1

0

2

0

8

1.6

1.36

Google Classroom

4

7

3

5

3

5

4

2

1

34

6.8

1.79

PearDeck

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

4

0

6

1.2

1.32

Chrome Camps

0

1

1

0

2

2

1

2

0

9

1.8

0.88

Apps/Extensions/Applications

0

6

3

2

2

2

3

2 14

34

6.8

4.15

Communication/Communicate

1

1

0

0

0

5

1

0

1

9

1.8

1.58

Distraction/Distracting/off-task

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

4

0.8

0.73

Access

3

0

1

4

3

9

2

1

7

30

6

2.96

Engagement/Engaged

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

5

1

1.13

Table B shows how often certain terms popped up in interviews. This table was created to
examine common themes running through the interviews: by knowing what educators and other
stakeholders discussed the most, one can extrapolate from that data certain assumptions about the
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1:1 Chromebook initiative. This table led the researcher to determine what data from the
interviews was the most important.
The two most commonly occurring terms in interview are directly connected to questions
on professional development, which falls under the research category of teaching and
learning.For example, the table shows that Google Classroom and PearDeck were mentioned
often in interviews, which is evidence that the professional development in relation to both
platforms was impactful; if it had not been, they would not have appeared in interviews to such
an extent. One instructor emphasized the positive impact of professional development on his
teaching by stating that “I think the sessions that I was most intrigued by I haven't even had a
chance to implement yet. So like I went to a session about like Google Sites, but didn't feel
comfortable enough for getting it this year to jump into that yet. I would say probably the most
directly beneficial was actually information I got about Pear Deck. And in particular, it's easy
integration with Quizlet.” Overall, this demonstrates that professional development did have an
impact on how teacher’s utilized Chromebooks in the classroom.
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Learning

Figure 3. Q6- Chromebooks assist me in teaching students 21st century skills such as
collaboration, media literacy, technology literacy, critical thinking, etc.

Notice in Figure 3 that the 12 participants strongly agree that Chromebooks aide them in
teaching 21st century skills, and 12 participants agree with this statement. 2 participants are
neutral on the topic, which suggests they have possibly seen it benefit some students, but not
others. 1 participant disagrees and 1 participant strongly disagrees. From this data, a trend does
emerge, that seems to suggest that Chromebooks do aide in teaching 21st century skills, but this
finding is limited by the relatively small sample size of people being surveyed and the fact that
all those surveyed work in the same school.
This idea was corroborated by feedback from interviews. Digital Citizenship and other
21st century skills make appearances Table B, which features key terms mentinoed in interviews.
This supports the fact that Chromebooks, to an extent, can aide in teaching 21st century skills.
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Figure 4. Q10- I have seen Chromebooks positiviely impact student engagement.
The majority of respondents to Question 10 indicated that they had witnessed
Chromebooks having a positive impact on student engagement. 67.9% agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement that Chromebooks had a positive impact on student engagement, while 17.9%
were neutral, and only 14.3% of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement,
which suggests that only 14.3% of respondents thought Chromebooks have a negative impact on
student engagement.
Student learning has seemingly become more project-based thanks to Chromebooks,
which is a relevant and rigorous type of learning in today’s modern society. One vice principal,
in an interview stated that “I've seen some great lesson plans and great student products come out
of the Chromebook. I seen students creating a lot.” Having students become creators truly shows
that they have synthesized their knowledge and reached the highest levels of learning, as related
to Bloom’s Taxonomy and Costa’s Levels of Thinking.
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Learning can occur almost any place with Chromebooks; though they do need Internet
Access for certain activities.. Students do not have to necessarily be within the four walls of the
classroom to at least have some level of access to educational materials that can improve their
minds. One teacher, in their interview, when responding to the question “What features of the
Chromebook do you appreciate?” noted that “ Classroom is very useful, particularly for kids that
have to be gone because of sports or activities or because of illness. I feel like it's very much an
equalizer for kids, especially those kids with chronic illnesses,”. This quote reveals that
Chromebooks extend learning beyond the classroom in an effective way.
In addition, Chromebooks can engage students by providing a fresh twist on old,
educational standbys, like flashcards in the digital environment they have grown up using. In
Teacher Intervies #3, the teacher responded that PearDecks integration with Quizlet truly
transformed flash cards for his students, stating that that “the use of flashcards has been
extremely helpful for my students, and improving their retention and recall abilities, and those
two programs have helped tremendously.” Though this is an example of a lower-level strategy,
following the SAMR model, as it qualifies as substitution, it still does seem to increase student
engagment in a modern manner.

Assessment
One major benefit of Chromebooks are the ability to assess student’s learning, via both
formative and summative assessments, in innovative ways. Providing feedback becomes almost
instaneous in some cases. In Teacher Interview #3, the instructor provides evidence for this point
by stating that “Chromebooks are extremely helpful for multiple choice assessments, because of
instant grading.” This can be done via applications like Google Quizzes, Quizlet, Quizzez,
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Kahoot, and many more. Students are able to see what they missed right after taking the test or
quiz, instead of waiting until the next class, or even later than that, when they are likely to only
pay attention to the score and not what content they did not understand. Teachers can also view
Google Docs and other assignments as students work on them, which allows for more relevant
feedback and a stronger editing progess.

Figure 5. Q15- Chromebooks have strengthened my student’s writing skills.
This question was included because improving student’s writing skills is a major goal of
the district. Prior to the implementation of Chromebooks, students were required to complete at
least one Claim-Support-Explanation writing assignment in every single class, each nine weeks.
The push to improve student’s composition skills was cross-curriculuar. The district has
embraced Literacy First, a structured intiative to improve students reading and writing skills,
alongside other curriculums to improve student’s writing skills over time, so when embarking on
this research, the question of how Chromeboooks would impact student’s writing skills arose.
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One instructror, when interviewed, shared that ““The main kind of assessment that I use them
[the Chromebooks] for is writing.” This quote is evidence that Chromebooks have been used to
improve student’s writing skills.
However, the majority of respondents (59.2%) responding to the survey question
concerning this issue, presented above in Figure E, answered this statement by selecting that they
were neutral, disagreed, or strongly disagreed with it. This means that 16 out of 27 respondents
did not agree or strongly agree that Chromebooks have strengthened their student’s writing
skills. This information seems to indicate that going forward, targeted professional development
on utilizing Chromebooks to improve student’s writing skills would be advantageous and
generally welcomed.

Figure 6. Q16- Chromebooks have had a visible impact on student success.
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27 respondents replied to this prompt. A little bit more than half of respondents (55.6%)
agree or strongly agree that Chromebooks have had a visible impact on student success. 22.2%
of respondents are neutral, 22.2% of respondents disagree or strongly disagree. This seems to
indicate that most respondents do believe that Chromebooks are a major contributing factor to
student’s success. It should be noted that the question did not stipulate a ‘positive’ impact on
student success, however, only a ‘visible’ one.

The two main challenges discovered through both the quantitative and qualitative findings were:
1. Technical Issues With Chromebooks/Access to Stable Internet
2. Issues with Professional Development

When it comes to technical issues with the Chromebooks, many interview comments
zeroed in on this complication. The main technical problems wirth the Chromebooks are twofold
and include issues with how the Chromebooks function, as well as issues with students not
interacting with them correctly, even though they might be operating fine.
When it comes to technical issues with the Chromebooks that IT professionals and
experts could deal with, the following challenges were mentioned in interviews: not enough
limits on what students can access and download, problems with bandwidth, and problems with
passwords. It should be noted that the district is taking major steps to rectify the situation with
students downloading and access applications and extensions they should not be utilizing, and
that, while several individuals stated that, if they could do it again, they would have had the
coming measures in place from the start, they do plan to implement them soon and thoroughly in
what they refer to as a move to ‘lock down’ the Chromebooks.
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Students not knowing how to best utilize the Chromebooks is a problem some teachers
have encountered. One teacher states that

“I've also i'm also amazed at how many kids do not have some basic tech skills, but they
know how to get on Netflix and play, but they don't know how to change the font size,
they don't know how to download apps that they need. They don't know how to do double
line spacing. So, I've learned to not assume that's kind of I guess a challenge for the
Chromebooks, not assume that kids know because they really don't. They're used to using
technology as a play thing not always as a learning tool.”
One issue that often occurs runs tangentially to more direct technical issues: the problem
that often arises is that there is nothing physically or technically wrong with the Chromebook,
except for the fact that a student has neglected to charge it and has misplaced or forgotten to
bring their charger. One teacher stated that “The other issue with the Chromebooks, I would say,
again, and I don't know how you fix this, it's not the Chromebooks ,it's the kids who come,
they've lost the chords. And they show up without their, they're not ready to go and so that's been
that's been a real struggle”
It should also be noted that, while technical issues where brought up as as a concern by
many teachers, the informational technology professaional had surpirsing commentary on the
situation, sharing information that indicates that the damage rate has actually been less than
anticipated, starting that: “I think current estimated damage rate is about 3%, where some other
districts with different models of Chromebooks that had 5-12% percent damage rates.” This is
evidence that, while technical issues are worthwhile issue to discuss, and have impacted
teachers in the classroom, they are not currently a problem that is exceeding expectations. It is
overall a fairly low damage rate.
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Overall, this is promising news and going forward, it will be interesting to see if technical
issues decrease in the coming years, as teachers learn to troubleshoot common issues quickly.

Limitations and Delimitations
The most limiting aspect of this research is the amount of participants. There were 28
participants for the survey and 9 participants for the interviews. Some participants completed
both the survey and the interview, but not all interviewees completed the survey, as shown by the
fact that the survey did not have any ‘principal, administrator, or vice principal’ responses to the
job title question. The informational technology worker interviewed was extremely gracious with
their time for the interview and was offered the survey, but did not view the questions as being
applicable to them, which the researcher concurs with, so they opted not to complete it.
Delimitations of this study include focusing on high school certified (and one classified) staff
from a single public high school. This means that all the respondents shared some strong
demographic similarities, all teaching in the same environment, though there were some
respondents that were veterans with 1:1 technology, as well as many that were new to the
concept.
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5. FINDINGS PER RESEARCH QUESTION
In order to properly discuss the results of this study in relation to data collected during
interviews, we will link the information gathered back to our three research questions, and thus,
this section will be organized into main three categories, which will be further divided into
subsections as needed.
What were the intentions and goals of the 1:1 roll-out?
There were a plethora of answers to this question during the interview process, but several
commonalities did arise amongst the responses. References were made to the roll-out being
spearheaded in order to provide students with reliable access to technology to enhance their
learning. The following sample of answers to the question show some strong similarities:
“I think that the goals are that students are able to have access to technology, and can
communicate more with their teachers. With that 24 hour access.”
“Considering the similarities between responses to this question, it seems that the district
did an above satisfactory job of making their intentions and goals clear.”
“The School goals, is I would say the number one goal is to give every student 24/7
access to the Internet, and that the technology would be used in the SAMR framework.
Clearly, moving this district toward implementation of more technology in our
instruction, as well as our assessment.”
This shows that the SAMR (substitution-augmentation-modification-redefitnion) model
is important ot the school goals for the 1:1 intiative. This evidence also appeared in the data
resulting from the survey. Intentions and goals are ever chaging, after all, and continuous, so
the intentions and goals of the 1:1 intative will continue to evolve over time. Perhaps a better
wording for this question would have been “what are the intentions and goals of the 1:1 roll
out?” instead of “what were the intentions and goals of the 1:1 roll out?” as that connects more
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strongly to one of the survey questions, which asked “How will you change how you use
Chromebooks next year?” By looking forward to what teachers will alter next year, we are also
exploring how they are modifying their intentions and goals for the roll out. This connects
directly back to the SAMR model, as one survey respondent stated that “following the SAMR
model, I have used them primarily for substitution, augmentation, and some modification. I
want to continue to develop activities and step more into the redefinition level.” This reveals
that a goal for the future of the 1:1 roll out is to move further up the SAMR framework.

How would administrators, teachers, counselors, and informational technology workers describe
the success of their 1:1 roll-out at the end of its first year, taking into account deployment and
infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment?
When it came to survey responses, there were a variety of answers. In regards to
assessments, and in response to survey question #17, which asked respondents to elaborate on
their answers to survey question 16, a Likert Scale question for the statement: “Chromebooks
have had a visible impact on student success”, there were a range of answers, with several
respondents stating that Chromebooks are helpful, yes, but quality instructional practice is what
truly creates student success. One respondent stated that “I think that kids who want to be
successful will be successful no matter what. However, the Chromebooks have eliminated a lot
of excuses.” This does not necessarily show increased student success overall, it’s not strong
enough evidence for that, but it does show that Chromebooks allow for a smoother path to
success in some cases. Thus, assessment becomes simpler, because students have an easier
method by which to complete work teachers assess.
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Overall, the responses from the interviews were positive. Teachers did not shyaway from
pointing out potential areas of improvement when it came to the utilization of Chromebooks in
the classroom, but no individuals suggested that it not successful or that they wished to revert
back to the former way of instruction.
What strengths and weaknesses would stakeholders identify for their 1:1 roll-out, upon
reflection?
This section will be further subdivided into two sections, on focusing on strengths and
one on weaknesses that stakeholders shared.

Strengths Brought up in Interviews
Chromebooks have made teaching more modern for teachers this year, with several
interviewees identifying constructive consequences of the implementation. Six positive outcomes
noted include (but are in no way limited too): better communication, increased flexibility for a
change in plans to occur, the wide-spread use of a singular device, more project-based learning
and assessment, the use of helpful accommodation features for students on IEPs, and instilling
students with stronger college preparation skills.
When it comes to communication, Teacher Interview #5 noted that “I love the ability to
collaborate on documents, both with the kiddos and the kiddos able to do that with one another.
It is a dream come true as far as communication.” This is high praise and indicates that the
avenues of communication have been broadened thanks to Chromebooks. Students are able to
interact with their teachers and peers in real time, regardless of their physical location in relation
to each other. Students are also able to more easily check in with their instructors or group
partners on a project if they miss a class. One benefit of Chromebooks in regards to
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communication that arose late in the year, after the interviews had been conducted, is that they
made the transition to online learning much simpler for high school students and teachers.
Knowing that every student had a Chromebook at home allowed for teachers to utilize Zoom and
Google HangOuts with their students to complete the school year, and made the task of dealing
with the consequences of social distancing much more manageable for high school instructors in
the district, due to the fact that they did not have to send out as many packets or other alternative
methods of instruction as the middle school and elementary school teachers did, owing to their
lack of universal Chromebooks for students.
Chromebook usage has also allowed for greater flexibility, whether it be in making it an
easier matter to differentiate learning between classes or, on a more micro level, between
students, or simply changing lesson plans mid-class or unit. One instructor shared that: “They
have allowed me to be much more flexible with changes to plans, so I may have plans written
out two weeks in advance, but as we are going through the unit I am seeing changes I am seeing
things that maybe I need to modify a particular lesson. And I can do that much more quickly
because I do not have to wait for documents to be printed, necessarily or I do not have to,
you know, reprint the instructions or whatever. So I do not have to worry about “Oh am I using
too much paper?” or all of that concern, yes, it's just much easier to do that,”. This flexibility and
use of online mediums for lessons and writing has also had the side benefit of allowing the
district to save an extremely substantial amount of money on printing costs, which allows for
greater flexibility in how the district can utilize state funding to best benefit students.
The third advantage connected to the implementation of Chromebooks is that everyone
having the same device, some see this as increasing equity between students and some see it as
simply allowing for everyone to use Chromebooks for education. Essentially, Chromebooks
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level the field and create one source of equal access or students. Teacher Interview #3 focused on
equity, with the teacher relating that “ I think one of my favorite things about the devices, is that
it makes learning a little bit more equitable. That's probably the biggest thing to me is that
students who don't have access or as much access to technology, that's one less barrier. We know
that students from lower socio economic backgrounds, challenges that influence their ability to
learn in a traditional public school environment and so that's one less thing. But I don’t think it
should in any way hinder their ability to have the same opportunities as their classmates.”
However, a vice principal noted that this wording should not be utilized in policies when
it comes to Chromebooks, using their experience as administration in another district during a
roll-out to reveal why, stating that
“Because oftentimes people say, and they should never put this in their policy. You
should never put out to parents the reason we are using Chromebooks, is to stop the,
what’s the word, is it, disparity between poverty, and when you do that, that's, that should
not be the reason that we have Chromebooks, is so that everybody can have a
Chromebook, poor or rich. The reason that you should have a Chromebook is for
educational purposes and you just decide, like textbooks, this is something everybody
should have.”
Chromebooks also have lead to a more project based-learning approach in terms of
learning and assessment, both formative and summative. One teacher noted that
“Although for non traditional assessments, I'm a big fan of project based learning and
performance based learning initiatives so then I use Chromebooks, for example, I might
have kids do conduct research and then they create a presentation. I've had kids create
videos before. Sometimes I'll have like collaboration with each other in Google
Classroom we're willing to answer a question about a hot, you know political topic or a
social issue and the kids will comment to each other. So, and, you know, and that's just
more of a, you know, a formative assessment, but we use them pretty much every day.”
Thanks to the Chromebooks, teachers can feel more comfortable calling for students to
do video projects and other technology-aided creative projects, assured that they all have the
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same device and thus can all meet the assignment requirements and additionally all following the
district’s troubleshooting game plan for fixing said devices if something goes awry. Teachers can
also trust that students will have the technology available at home as well, since they leave skill
with it, allowing for more in-depth projects to be given to students. However, the issue of some
students having inadequte wifi still exists; some offline work can be completed on the
Chromebook, but a good deal of work still does require Internet access. One of the vice
principals also stated that they now get to “see students that are not just basic assessments, but
they're assessed you know through projects and their Chromebooks that they're using to create
PowerPoints, or videos using those Chromebooks and insists, it's nice The teachers are able to
see those ahead of time because they are all working through Google Classroom,”
Chromebooks can be useful in helping teachers and case managed make accomodations
for students, certain features on Chromebooks can be utilized to meet requirement set out on a
student’s individual education plan or can simply make their learning process run more smoothly
overall. For example, having text read aloud is a common accommodation for students, and
Chromebooks have a feature that will complete that task, allowing the paraprofessional assisting
a student to focus on other tasks to help them reach their full potential. In one interview, a special
education teacher shared that:
“I appreciate the speech to text features, because my students use those to get ideas on
paper. The ones that struggle with writing or have fine motor issues prefer to use that
speech to text feature and that wasn't an option, really at all, before. They would have
had to have a human scribe to do that. So that's made them a lot more confident in their
writing, and actually a lot more aware of punctuation and grammar, because they have to
actually include it in their, in their speech so I've used that a lot.”
Finally, the Chromebooks have helped improve certain skills that students will need in
order to be considered college and career ready, a term that is becoming a buzzword of sorts in
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education circles. The Chromebooks specifically have helped with the Career Cruising program
supported by the state of Kansas; in previous years, seminars had to be assigned different days to
work with the program, so that each had access to a computer lab at a different time. This was a
complicated process, due to kids being absent from school on their seminar’s day to utilize career
cruising and did not allow for students to explore the program to their heart’s content due to time
constraints. This year, thanks to the use of Chromebooks, students can explore the career
cruising website at their leisure and due to the College and Career Readiness Counselor no
longer having to focus on scheduling seminars for computer labs and dealing with other such
issues, they now have more time to meet directly with students. A counselor interviewed, when
asked “How have you seen Chromebooks impact College and Career Readiness?’ related that:
“So we use Google Classroom. So we have, for instance, the freshman class we have a
Google Classroom for the freshman class. And so, in that Google Classroom they get
instructions to do their individual plan of study and their Career Cruising. So, with the
Chromebooks, then they can have those. It's easier to access that way.And they can add to
those individual plans of study, and take the surveys that they need to. It's much easier that
way. So they’ll, they'll always have that with them.”
This is evidence that Chromebook usage has positively impacted College and Career
Readiness. Seniors were even able to use Chromebooks to complete the state-required Career
Cruising program from home after schools were closed for the year, a phenomneon that will be
discussed further in the Researcher’s Reflection.

Challenges Brought up in Interviews
When it comes to issues that arose with the implementation of Chromebooks, six main
grievances or areas of concern stood out to me. Some of these were shared by many participants,
while some were only mentioned by one or two, but brought up areas of interest for potential
further research. The six issues are as follows: broken (or otherwise malfunctioning)
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Chromebooks, difficulties with charging and passwords, issues with off-task behavior and
students accessing certain applications, academic dishonesty, a lack of tech support on site, and
finally, issues with the Chromebooks capabilities.
During the interview process, several individuals expressed that they had dealt with
delays in instruction due to complications resulting from student’s not ensuring their device is
properly prepared before the school day begins. One respondent stated that “You know, the other
issue that we've had is just not bringing them charged.” This indicates that a lack of proper care
at the student’s part, in regards to the Chromebook, can lead to a delay in students beginning
work, and therefore, lost instructional time. It also connects back to motivation and interest; if a
student is invested in their learning they are more likely to ensure that their computers are
properly charged, as most students do come to school each day with their phones properly
charged.
It should be noted that this is not a universal experience, however, as another respondent
stated that “Um, Most kids bring theirs every day, most kids have it charged out up,”. This is a
positive sign, though one does wonder if there is a correlation between this observation and the
interviee teaching upperclassman and honors students.
It is unclear as to if off-task behaviors have increased with the Chromebooks;
ascertaining that would require a different, more specified study and intensive classroom
observations from both before and after the implementation. What we do know, however, is that
off-task behavior is an issues that teachers have brought up in multiple interviews. One
respondent revealed that “I have a whole different set of opinions about that kids you know want
to play games or watch Hulu or Netflix, but honestly a lot of that can be dealt with, with a
classroom teacher. That's Hey, I'll see you over there watching Shameless.” This indicates that
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students do get distracted, but that greater limitations on the apps students can access on their
devices could minimize this issues, while still allowing for the positive usage of the devices to
continue to flourish. This issue can never be completely erased, but it can be diminished by
locking down the Chromebooks more.
There were several calls for a constantly on-site tech person within the interview
transcripts. One respondent shared that:
“They did not have an on site tech person or a team of tech people whereas my old
building in my cat only about 809 hundred students and had two full time tech people to
oversee the rollout. And when I asked point blank to the tech team why we didn't have. I
asked them before the end happened why they did not have plans to have an on site tech
person they said it wouldn't be fair to the other buildings, and I thought that that was
absolutely asinine in a school this size. You need somebody there to help navigate the
troubleshooting and what has happened as a result is our librarian has been forced to
become an IT person when that's not in her job description, and she's not trained to do
that, everything's kind of been dumped off her.”
This quote expresses some dissatisfaction with the status quo when it comes to dealing
with technical issues on site. The informational technology person did note in their interview that
the literary coach on staff has also taken on more tech duties. This was supported by evidence
from the survey, where a participant responded to survey question #Q12, which states Explain
the level of support you have received when it comes to addressing technical issues in relation to
the Chromebooks. One respondent revealed that “I could ask Dr. [literay coach’s last name] for
help at any time.” This means that there was support on campus, but it did come in the form of a
literary coach with technical knowledge rather than a tranditional informational technoogy
professional.
Issues with the Chromebook’s capabilities are the final frontier to discuss when it comes
to challenges faced during this implementation process. Our understanding of Chromebook
capabilities are also evolving with time, as will be examined further in the Researcher’s
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Reflection section. It must first be acknowledged that every device comes with its inherent
strengths and weaknesses and finding the perfect fit for every scenario is not possible; however,
what is possible is finding workarounds for issues that spring up, and it is important to reflect on
why the Chromebooks are the device of choice. The main issues with Chromebooks seem to
arise in certain elective classes. During the interviews, the forensics and debate coaches both
stated that they have dealt with issues with the Chromebook system in relation to their
functionality at Tournaments. One teacher stated the following:

It it possible to debate with a Chromebook I have a ex-debator over there, shaking her
head. It is possible to debate with a Chromebook, it is not easy. The problem with
Chromebooks is that they rely on internet access, and unfortunately KHSSA the Kansas
high school activities Association does not want internet to be used during debate or
forensics tournaments. Luckily for us, we've kind of superseded that with the National
Speech and Debate Association saying it's okay. And we've kind of worked around that,
with Camtasia somewhere. Yeah, but uh, it is a challenge because Chromebooks by nature
need Internet access, or they want to do everything offline it freezes and crashes, because
we're talking ,because you have access to over 1000 documents that are like 20 pages
long. It's a lot. I don't think it would, would the memory we even allow you to download
those of us online. No. Yeah. Yeah, that's all I've really pushed him to go on flash drives.
In the past when that happens, but that's a whole ‘nother set of problems as well.
Another teacher shares the same general frustration, revealing that:
“The one challenge and again this is coming from a debate coach's perspective is, they
are nearly impossible to use for research and debate. There is a program that the students
could use on the little Hewlett Packard's that they have used in previous years, which
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allows them to visualize their cases and their research very easily and they can
manipulate the, the documents, much more easily than they can on a Chromebook. So I
researched, to find out if there was an app that we could purchase, and there is, it's pretty
pricey. No, it's very pricey. So I don't know. We just eked by with the Chromebooks this
year, but I had other coaches that just said, you know, _[name redacted]__, I judged your
kids in a round and they were really struggling, you know to manipulate those
Chromebooks and so that it was a struggle for us on the debate side of it.”
It is clear that the capabilities of Chromebooks are diminishing student’s ability to
research and speak effectively at tournaments. However, one has to ask themselves if this has to
diminish the Chromebooks initiative overall. Perhaps an app can be found to help stymie the
issues students face at tournaments, or perhaps the district can provide a small fleet of different
computers just for forensics and debate.
This issue may also impact other classes, besides debate and forensics. When responding
to survey question #14, which states that How has your opinion on Chromebooks changed over
the course of the year? one respondent stated that “The blocks on internet access can greatly
impede research for students.” This is an interesting issue to take note of, because some teachers
have commente on not enough websites and applications being blocked, which has served as a
aggravating distraction to students in class, while others, like the aforementioned respondent,
have complains about the certain sites being blocked to students. Achieving the perfect balance
between what is blocked and what is unblocked will be difficult, and it seems like, going
forward, IT will be verging on the side of cautiona and locking down the Chromebooks further in
order to curtail some of the issues with off-task behavior. The plan is to only allow for the
Chromebooks to access a pre-approved list of websites and applications, so teachers will have to
be proactive about seeking out strong resources for their students prior to engaging in major
research projects, and check with the IT Department to ensure that they resources they want to
use are on the list of approved content.
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6. RESEARCHER’S REFLECTION
The roll-out of the 1:1 Chromebook intiative was not without it’s challenges, but overall,
it has met many of it’s intended goals and allowed for high school teachers and high school
students to make a smoother transition to online learning in a world greatly impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic. With Governor Kelly calling for the closure of school buildings at the K-12
level for the remainder of the 2019-2020 school year, the creation of a continuous learning plan,
heavily reliant on an online medium, was of paramount importance. This was a transformation
away from the norm, but it was an alteration that was a good deal less complicated for high
schoolers, thanks to the Chromebook Intiaitve. High school instructors and students were both
already familiar with Google Classroom and had their devices at home. Though some students do
not have access to reliable Internet at home, the majority of students do, allowing for their
learning to continue on Chromebooks that they were already familiar with.
For the students that do not have reliable Internet, packets are regularly sent out to assist
them in continuing their education. This is a temporary solution to a problem that stems from
inequality in educational access and is ultimately an issue of economic justice. These packets are
the norm for every student in the district at the middle school and elementary levels, as students at
those schools do not have 1:1 devices that they have access to from their homes. Chromebooks
have allowed for high school students to make an easier transition to remote learning, and also
allows teachers to truly provide them feedback on their work in most cases, as teachers cannot
truly provide extensive feedback on work from packets and return them to the students, due to
health concerns stemming from COVID-19.
In the end, though this benefit of having the Chromebooks available to all 9-12 students
was not clear from the onset of the intatiive, for no one could have predicted exactly how this
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school year and world events would unfold, the Chromebooks made it easier for high school
educators to continue properly and productive going about their jobs in a society facing the
myriad issues inherent with Coronavirius.

7. CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE REVIEW
Within the literature review, there was a focus on what device was the best for a 1:1
initiative, with iPads and Chromebooks being amongst the most popular options on the market.
This same debate of iPads versus Chromebooks popped up in several interviews. One instructors
summed it up by stating the following:

“I will say that kids prefer their Chromebooks. I thought the iPads were great because we
had this really cool program called the backpack and I thought it was really useful, and
the PDF reader was better than anything I've seen on the Chromebooks and I actually
thought it was pretty decent. But in terms of writing as an English teacher. In terms of
writing assignments and we do push writing a great deal I will say that this district is
huge on writing, and they expect it cross curricular for students to write Chromebooks
hands down,”
This reflects the current literature, which suggests that iPads and Chromebooks both have their
benefits and pitfalls, while also showcasing that Chromebooks are dominating the 1:1 movement.
The literature review stated that one of the reasons Chromebooks are experincing high
popularity in education is due to their ease of use and ease of set-up for information technology
professionials (Ullemen, 2015). The IT professional interviewed for this research study
confirmed that fact, sharing that “the ease of deployment is far and away better than any other
devices we've ever looked at. I can have because everything is cloud based and account based I
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can have all the policies all set up, and I can take a factory Chromebook and have it ready for a
student in like five minutes, which is not really doable with most other platforms.” This supports
the existing literature on this topic.
The literature review also focused on Google Classroom (Heggart & Yoo, 2018) and the
ways that Chromebooks can assist students requiring accomodations (Friedlander & Marotta,
2015). Both subjects appeared in the interviews and/or survey responses. This supported the
literature. Additionally, applications and websites like Quizzes, Kahoot, Edpuzzle, and Quizlet
were featured in existing literature address in this thesis, and also appeared as applications that
teachers at the school being researched regularly utilize. The literature review additionally
touched upon the idea of a 1:1 intiative allowing for more project-based learning opportunities, a
topic that was also often broached in interviews. The SAMR model also featured prominently in
the review of existing literature (Castro, 2018; Romrell, Kidder, and Wood, 2014), and was a key
term mentioned in interviews, as shown by Table B. The researcher anticipated it being
referenced to a higher degree then it was, yet the SAMR model training the district provided was
still clearly impactful, and could conceivably be more widely referenced and utilized by teachers
in coming years.
The concept of the flipped classroom model (Arnold-Garza, 2014) did not appear in
interviews and survey responses to a large enough extent to warrant the model being included in
Table B or any of the above analysis; this could be for several reasons, the most plausible one
being that it is only the first year of the 1:1 intatiive and the flipped classroom model may be a
concept that teachers are uncomfortable approaching this early in the 1:1 movement for our
district. However, there was a mention of the flipped classroom model being used by one teacher
in response to suvery question #5 What instructional strategies are you currently using with your
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Chromebook? One respondent’s answer was as follows: “ Google Classroom, G-Suite, Flipped
Classroom.” Clearly, knowledge of this concept exists, and while it was seemingly not used
across the board by many teachers this school year, perhaps it will be used by more individuals
in the future, once they have grown more accustomed to Chromebooks. In this way, this research
reflects the literature review to an extend, but perhaps not to the same high level as was
previously expected prior to action research.
The literature review also indicates he possible pitfalls of a Bring Your Own Device
Program (Grant & Bayse, 2014). The literature review focused in on why this type of program
could be inadvisable due to dissimilarities between student devices. This issue appeared within
one of the vice principals interview, to a different extent; the vice principal stated simply that it is
important to the planning process of a 1:1 intatiive to decide if you are going to let students bring
their own devices or not, so that everyone is thereafter, on the same page and the expectations
are known. Deciding not to let students bring their own devices can help instructors avoid the
issue of there being too many differences in performation, adaptibility, capabilities, and
applications between varying devices. The topic was broached in the literature review, but the
areas of this topic explored in the literature review and in the interview response did not quite
match up.
Additionally, within the literature review McQuiggan, McQuiggan, Jennifer Sabourin,
and Lucy Kosturko (2015) called for allowing a pilot group of students and teachers to use the
Chromebooks prior to a whole building launch. The research supports this idea, to an extent.
Information from interviews and the researcher’s background knowledge are evidence that the
school did have a pilot program of teachers being allowed to check out a Chromebook the year
before the launch, to test it out and familiarize themselves for with the device. Students did not
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have access to Chromebooks, but the history department did have a 1:1 device program, with
students having access to laptops in class, every class, though they were not Chromebooks and
they were not allowed to take the computers home with them. Both the fact that teacher’s had
access to Chromebooks prior to the full launch of the 1:1 intiatiive, and the fact that students has
1:1 access to a device within social studies classroom likely made the transition to 1:1
Chromebooks within the 2019-2020 school year smoother than it would have been without such
frontloading. Still, what the district did was not quite the same as what the literature review
mentioned, but several of the same elements are in both.

8. CONCLUSION
Deployment and Infrastructure
The deployment and infrastructure of the 1:1 intiative was well-planned, with the
exception being what applications students were allowed to download and access. However, this
problem is being solved. An area of possible future research that falls under this category would
be to examine a group of different schools that began their 1:1 roll out programs with different
levels of security, firewalls, and blocked sites lists in place, to see how they compare and to
contrast the opinions of stakeholders.

Leadership and Teaching
The area of leadership and teaching contained the greatest amount of interview and
survey questions under it’s umbrella. This made it the most complicated to example, especially
because teaching and learning are reciprocal prorceses, but learning falls under a different
category for the purposes of this research. One area of potential future research that falls under
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this category would be looking more into how districit and building staff collaborate when it
comes to running a run to run program. Another are of potential future research would be an indepth look into how teachers help other teachers throughout a 1:1 roll-out; this was addressed in
interviews and survey responses to an extent but not to a serious extent. Finally, it would be
worthwhile to study how schools train teachers prior to deployment and how this impacts the
long-term stability of their 1:1 intiative.

Learning
The area of learning was covered extensively and it does seem like Chromebooks have an
impact on student’s learning, though the extent of how positive that impact in is as of yet, not
entirely known. An area of future research for the concept of learning in relation to
Chromebooks is the realm of student’s opinions. Students were not surveyed or intereviewed for
this research. All the information herein is based on the perspectives of adult stakeholders and
data. It would be intriguing to hear what students have to say about their own learning in future.

Assessments
Data from the interviews and surveys seem to indicate that the Chromebok intiative has
simpified the assessment processa and allowed for teachers to use formative and summative
assessment results to influence future lessons in a more timely manner. The arena of studying
assessments is perhaps the most difficult to draw compete conclusions about at the current time,
as the school year has not ended and this year is unique in that no state assessments were given.
The SAT and ACT assessments were given but not all the data is back on that as of yet, and that
was not an area of detailed exploration for this particular project. In the future, it would be
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interesting to do further research into how a 1:1 intiative impacts state assessments and also
scores college entrance exams. Keep in mind that if comparisons were to be made between
schools, however, they would have to have equivalent comparison groups.
Final Thoughts
One of the first questions administrators and teachers should ask themselves, when
reflecting on the success of the Chromebook implementation, is how truly transformational this
pricey metamorphosis is, and one of the most straightforward ways to monitor that is to check in
on how regularly Chromebooks are actually being used in the classroom. If administration is
going to put such a considerable fraction of their yearly budget into this initiative, it can be safely
assumed that they want to see results and they want to see it used in the classroom with
regularity. Thus, in conclusion, going forward, one can assume administration would like to see
Chromebooks used more widely and consistently to engage students.
The interviews and the survey responses did align rather well; the findings from the
interviews did tend to support and extend upon the findings from the survey. Based on the
feedback from the interviews and survey mentioned here, it also appears to be important for
district officials and teachers to continue to utilize professional development and seek out new
opportunities on that front, along with ways to make their technical support more streamlined
and productive. Some areas of additional interest for further research include: how to best teach
digital citizenship via Chromebooks, how to move best move further up the SAMR model using
Chromebook capabilities, and how to supplement Chromebooks with other forms of technology.
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APPENDIX A

A. INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

Interview Consent Form
Purpose: You are invited to participate in a research study of data and educator perspectives on
how the district being researched has rolled out their 1:1 Chromebook program. It will examine
four key areas: deployment and infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment.
We hope to learn best practices for implementing and utilizing 1:1 technology.
Participant Selection: You were selected as a possible participant in this study because you are
an administrator, counselor, information technology professional, or teacher. Approximately 2550 participants will be invited to join the overall study; a portion of these will be interviewed.
Explanation of Procedures: If you decide to participate, you will be interviewed for
approximately 30 minutes. You will be asked to sign a consent form prior to the interview. If you
feel uncomfortable with any questions during the interview, you may ask for to skip them. If you
feel uncomfortable with being audio recorded, you may still participate in the interview, but
please allot for more time for the interviewer to take detailed notes.
Discomfort/Risks: There are no major anticipated risks associated with participating in this
study. If you feel uncomfortable with a question, you may skip it.

Benefits: Participants will have a chance to reflect on their use of 1:1 technology and their
growth in this area. This research will help the researchers identify best practices in
implementing 1:1 technology and improving the use of 1:1 technology within the educational
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system. This will help researchers and educators improve educational environments through
increasingly beneficial professional development opportunities concerning 1:1 technology.
Confidentiality: Every effort will be made to keep your study-related information
confidential. However, in order to make sure the study is done properly and safely there may be
circumstances where this information must be released. By signing this form, you are giving the
research team permission to share information about you with the following groups:
·
Office for Human Research Protections or other federal, state, or international regulatory
agencies;
·
The Wichita State University Institutional Review Board;

The researchers may publish the results of the study. If they do, they will only discuss group
results. Your name will not be used in any publication or presentation about the study.

I will be audio recording the interview using the Otter app on my phone. It will be stored for
five years. After five years, it will be erased.
Refusal/Withdrawal: Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or
not to participate will not affect your future relations with Wichita State University and/or
Campus High School. If you agree to participate in this study, you are free to withdraw from the
study at any time without penalty.
Contact: If you have any questions about this research, you can contact Brooke Pritchett at 316258-6880 or bapritchett@shockers.wichita.edu. You may also contact Dr. Mara Alagic at (316)
978-3456 ext. 6974 or mara.alagic@wichita.edu. If you have questions pertaining to your rights
as a research subject, or about research-related injury, you can contact the Office of Research
and Technology Transfer at Wichita State University, 1845 Fairmount Street, Wichita, KS
67260-0007, telephone (316) 978-3285.
You are under no obligation to participate in this study. Your signature below indicates that:
·
You have read (or someone has read to you) the information provided above,
·
You are aware that this is a research study,
·
You have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them answered to your
satisfaction, and
·
You have voluntarily decided to participate.
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You are not giving up any legal rights by signing this form. You will be given a copy of this
consent form to keep.
____________________________________________________
Printed Name of Subject
____________________________________________________
Signature of Subject

_______________________
Date

____________________________________________________
Printed Name of Witness
____________________________________________________ ________________________
Witness Signature
Date
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APPENDIX B

B: SURVEY AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

SURVEY QUESTIONS
Q1: Consent form.
Q2. Consent.
Q3: What is your job title?
Q4: Do you have any previous experience teaching at a 1:1 school?
Q5: What instructional strategies are you currently using with your Chromebooks? (Google
Classroom, PearDeck, etc.)
Q6: Chromebooks assist me in teaching students 21st century skills such as collaboration, media
literacy, technology literacy, critical thinking, etc.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Q7: How often do you use Chromebooks in your classroom?
Rarely
A Few Times A Month
Once A Week
Every Class Period
Q8: I believe the Chromebook-related professional development I have undergone is adequate.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Q9: Would you like to elaborate on your answer to Q8?
Q10: I have seen Chromebooks positively impact student engagement:
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
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Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Q11: How will you change how you use Chromebooks next year?
Q12: Explain the level of support you have received when it comes to addressing technical issues
in relation to the Chromebooks.
Q13: Explain the level of support you have received when it comes to utilizing different
instructional strategies with the Chromebooks.
Q14: How has your opinion on Chromebooks changed over the course of the year?
Q15: Chromebooks have strengthened my student’s writing skills.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Q16: Chromebooks have had a visible impact on student success.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Q17. Elaborate on your answer to #16
Interview Questions for Teachers
Explain the school goals for the 1:1 roll-out of Chromebooks.
What are your overall thoughts on the 1:1 initiative?
What features of the Chromebooks do you appreciate?
What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks?
How did you prepare for the implementation of the 1:1 initiative?
What suggestions would you make to a district preparing to deploy Chromebooks next year?
How have the Chromebooks changed your lesson planning process?
How do you use Chromebooks for assessments in your classroom?
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What session of professional development helped you the most?
What professional development would you like to see for Chromebooks?
Interview Questions for Administrator/IT Tech
Explain the school goals for the 1:1 roll-out of Chromebooks.
What are your overall thoughts on the 1:1 initiative?
What features of the Chromebooks do you appreciate?
What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks?
How did you prepare for the implementation of the 1:1 initiative?
Related to the deployment of Chromebooks, what do you think administration did well?
What suggestions would you make to a district preparing to deploy Chromebooks next year?
How have you worked to support teachers and students in regard to Chromebooks?
How have you seen Chromebooks impact lesson planning?
How have you seen Chromebooks used for assessing learning?
What session of professional development do you believe benefited teachers the most?
Interview Questions for Counselors
Explain the school goals for the 1:1 roll-out of Chromebooks.
How have you seen Chromebooks influencing activities related to College and Career
Readiness?
How have you seen Chromebooks influencing student behavior?
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APPENDIX C
C. INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

COUNSELOR INTERVIEW 1
Unknown 0:29
Okay, um, as you can you please explain the school goals for the one to one, rool out of
Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:41
The goals for the implementation of the one one initiative?
Unknown 0:46
Um,
Unknown 0:48
I think that.
Unknown 0:53
I think that the goals are that students are able to have access
Unknown 1:00
to technology, and can communicate more with their teachers. With that 24 hour access. How
Unknown 1:17
have you seen Chromebooks influencing activities related to college and career readiness.
Unknown 1:32
Well, I don't know
Unknown 1:35
exactly if this is answering the question but. So we use Google Classroom. So we have, for
instance, the freshman class we have a Google Classroom for the freshman class. And so, in that
Google Classroom they get instructions to do their individual plan of study and their Career
Cruising. So, with the Chromebooks, then they can have those. It's easier to access that
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way.Aand they can add to those individual plans of study, and take the surveys that they need to.
It's much easier that way. So they’ll, they'll always have that with them.
Unknown 2:20
Perfect. And then the last question is have you seen form books influencing student behavior?
Unknown 2:29
I've seen. I've seen both. I've seen good and bad behavior. I've seen it be a distraction for a lot of
kids. But I know that the school district has worked very hard and diligently to try and block
certain sites so that the kids can't get onto those sites that are distracting. I do like it. I've seen
some of the kids have really responded well to it. I think it's nice when they have their Google
classrooms for their teachers and they are able to turn in their work, electronically. So,
Unknown 3:13
Unfortunately with me in my position.
Unknown 3:19
I, a lot of times get to deal with bad behaviors, and so on. I Don't feel like I can give r a really
good answer for the good behaviors and I am sorry to say that.
VICE PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW 1:
VICE PRINCIPAL 1
Unknown 0:26
Okay, so I'm going to be asking you the interview questions for administrators and IT tech.
Okay. So if you feel like any doesn't apply to you, just let me know and we can skip them.
Okay. but what are your overall thoughts on the one to one initiative.
Unknown 0:41
Overall, I think it's gone well. I think our students have definitely become more familiar with
Chromebooks and technology in general. I feel like we're preparing them for college and how
their classes will be structured a lot through technology and activities using technology. I think
that we did a good job as a building trying to prepare teachers, giving them opportunities to be
prepared. And we continue to do that. And so, you know, now it's just kind of looking forward to
what more can we do to improve as we go on and continue using Chromebooks ,what how can
we improve for students, how can we improve for teachers, and just implementing more and
more into our professional development.
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Unknown 1:28
Perfect. Well features of the Chromebook do you appreciate?
Unknown 1:32
So I really like how teachers and students can communicate and directly and indirectly through
Google classroom and students are able to stay organized as well as teachers with Google
Classroom. I think that they're able to without having to spend as much time worrying about
paper or copies and kids losing things are able to very quickly mass distribute things to students
that are going to help them in the classroom.
Unknown 2:03
Perfect. What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks?
Unknown 2:09
So, there's been little things along the way that you know you just don't think about. I know from
a tech perspective, I'm not really on the tech side but they, they were pretty open with the
Chromebooks at the beginning and I know that here in the next few weeks we'll be switching
over where it's a lot more restricted. And that was mostly in terms of the apps that students
download. So we knew that students would be able to work around things. We didn't realize that
most of the workarounds were going to come from apps and so they're gonna fix it. And, and
make some changes with that but that was one. other issues, obviously are just issues with
student usage and whether they're using them for appropriate things in the classroom, or where,
whether they're not engaged because of them, we're hoping obviously they are engaged but you
know we do find students that are and hopefully changing over the app restrictions will help with
that. Okay, so,
Unknown 3:09
um, I know it was a long process, but how did you prepare for the implementation of the one to
one initiative?
Unknown 3:16
So a lot of the preparation came from actually Mr [former vice principal] who, you know, isn't
here now but he did most of it last year because he was in charge of tech and actually now Mr.
_[another current vice principal]___ is in charge of tech but I kind of just helped with
Chromebook rollout. So things that they did was they had committees at the district level three
separate committees and you could ask me any other time I remember their three names but I
don't remember right now, but there were three committees and it was created with groups of
people that did not just belong at the high school district level, high school, middle school,
elementary learning facilitators, they were all kind of mixed up on these three different teams
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that kind of worked through the different Chromebook issues that would arise and implementing
and rolling out. And then, as far as the summer, as administrators we came together to decide
how to actually get them into the hands of students,
Unknown 4:07
and how we could do that
Unknown 4:10
as easily as possible and so
Unknown 4:13
we figured out the best way we felt to roll out, it was never a perfect situation, it was going to
cause a little bit of hiccups no matter what, but we just did what we thought would work the best.
Unknown 4:23
Okay, so if you've answered this a little bit already, but relating to the deployment of
Chromebooks, what do you think administration did well?
Unknown 4:31
Yeah, so I think Mr [former vice principal] set us up really well with creating a ChromeCamp
last year, with all of the lessons and professional development on the Chromebooks you know
we sent also some teachers last year to Chrome, like a level one, Google Chrome certification
class in the school year so even before this summer. We'd continue to offer personal
development on the Chromebooks at the beginning of the year within service and then learning
facilitator [name] has offered additional support on the Chromebooks. So we've tried to just help
our teachers ease into this process and we know that not everyone is on the same page. We know
that some are way more experienced, some feel way more comfortable others don't. And so just
trying to really help everyone, even the high, the ones that really are high functioning with a
Chromebook and some that are not as as much trying to help everybody.
Unknown 5:25
Perfect, what suggestions would you make to a district, preparing to deploy Chromebooks next
year.
Unknown 5:31
Well, I definitely think that right now, the restrictions that we have on them that we started this
year off with weren't the best and that we're going to a much better, a better way so I think
restrictions on not just the basic internet and website filters, but definitely restrictions on the
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apps. That's, that's a big thing because the apps are the workarounds that kids are using right
now, is it they're not using just websites they're using apps to work around the system.
Unknown 6:04
How have you worked to support teachers and students in regards to Chromebooks?
Unknown 6:08
Yes, so we have tried to just be in the classrooms a lot and, you know, and then from being in
the classrooms, we can kind of see how, how much the Chromebooks are being used, how
comfortable The teachers are, and then kind of coming up with a plan from there. We've also just
tried to make ourselves available if you have any questions you need help on the [professional
development center] is also a great resource that I haven't mentioned yet that continues to
provide professional development for teachers in terms of the Chromebook.
Unknown 6:33
Um How have you seen Chromebooks impact lesson planning.
Unknown 6:37
Oh, I've seen some great lesson plans and great student products come out of the Chromebook.
I’ve seen students creating a lot. They definitely seem to the majority of them I guess I should
say, majority of them seem to really enjoy the things that they can create on their Chromebook. I
know personally that the kids that I see a lot, enjoy that they can just get up their Google
Classroom you know from their phone or from the computer and they're not hunting for a
worksheet or looking for a review and they can find that stuff easier. I do think that the
Chromebooks have allowed us to use Career Cruising more, and also great checks, more quickly
for seminar so I'm hoping that that's allowing students to stay more on top of their grades and
there's not ever a case of well I haven't checked PowerSchool because Chromebooks are
allowing us to do great checks.
Unknown 7:24
Yes. Have you seen Chromebooks used for assessing learning.
Unknown 7:29
Well I can speak right now for ACT and state assessments , they’re for sure, cross your fingers,
a lot easier, we haven’t done state assessments yet, with that. I think that the teachers are able to
provide feedback. So, even just on formative assessments teachers are able to provide feedback
easier and quicker with the Chromebooks. I see students that are not just basic assessments, but
they're assessed you know through projects and their Chromebooks that they're using to create
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PowerPoints, or videos using those Chromebooks and it’s just, it's nice The teachers are able to
see those ahead of time because they are all working through Google Classroom.
Unknown 8:06
Then the last question is, what session of professional development Do you believe has benefited
teachers, the most?
Unknown 8:14
Oh Goodness. Well, I think the one that the teachers use the most frequently would be the one
that benefits the most as Google Classroom. I think that even our I think our teachers that are
using it at the most basic level, understand Google Classroom. And so I would say any
professional development around Google Classroom was the most beneficial. Perect. Okay,
thank you.
Unknown 8:31
That it
Unknown 8:33
Yes Thank you, that was really helpful. It felt kinda fast.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
VICE PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW 2
Unknown 0:02
got going.
Unknown 0:09
And got this one good. Okay. Um, okay. Can you please explain the school goals for the one to
one rollout of Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:21
The goal for the rollout, and the goal for the school of Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:27
The use of Chromebooks, is to increase and utilize technology, to advance learning.
Unknown 0:49
What features of the Chromebooks Do you appreciate?
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Unknown 0:55
The entire Google suite, especially Google Classroom
Unknown 1:03
for student use.
Unknown 1:07
What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks?
Unknown 1:17
I think deciphering through the
Unknown 1:22
What apps are useful and provide purpose for students, educationally, versus apps that
Unknown 1:34
could detract.
Unknown 1:37
Students from
Unknown 1:41
the intended use of the Chromebook, you're saying what I’m saying,, yeah I guess anything that's
distracting.
Unknown 1:56
How did you prepare for the implementation of the one to one initiative. This might not be quite
the question for you since you weren't here last year, but you will here over the summer, so.
Unknown 2:07
So,
Unknown 2:10
how, how, preparing wasn't really difficult for me because part of the reason I think I'm here is
because I had just been through an implementation and rollout in my prior district so my
preparing for me in the summer was working with our administrative team that was already here.
So this is right before I came on contract, and sharing with them, how we rolled out the
Chromebooks and technology implementation in the district that I came from, that was helpful in
guiding us here.
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Unknown 2:52
Perfect. Related to the deployment of Chromebooks, what do you think that administration did
well?
Unknown 2:59
I think that the administration and the technology department did a really good job of
anticipating the needs and the time. And the way to deploy the actual Chromebooks. I think that
was a real plus.
Unknown 3:22
Well I guess you you've basically already done this, because you came from my district that, but
the question was, what suggestions would you make to a district for parents to deploy
Chromebooks for next year
Unknown 3:37
For next year.
Unknown 3:39
I would, I would make sure that they had discussed with their staff and their technology
department, the policies and procedures that they would need to have a place, such as, do you
want me to just list some things like? yeah, sure. I think it's important to define who uses, and
owns the Chromebooks.
Unknown 4:08
How Chromebooks are checked out. So basically the deployment,
Unknown 4:16
guidelines for Chromebook care.
Unknown 4:19
I'm giving you a lot, is thatt okay
Unknown 4:21
yes I like this because this will help me structure my paper well,
Unknown 4:25
how you monitor, check in and check out of loaner Chromebooks. Yes, if I forget my
Chromebook. Am I going too fast?. Oh, you've got audio. Yes, I think another. Gosh
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there’s several, it's important to have a policy for charging. Are we charging in school or are
they to be brought charged. You need to think about access for students to the internet,
Unknown 5:00
away from school.
Unknown 5:03
We try to find affordable internet solutions for people who can't afford them. Although the nice
thing about Google is you can work offline. how you handle damage and theft.
Unknown 5:18
To Chromebooks, I'm just gonna keep going through it.
Unknown 5:23
How you monitor the devices, what students are doing on their Chromebooks
Unknown 5:29
May I ask, did Did you ,at your previous school do you use the same device, same program to
monitor the devices. Oh, is this here, we used Go guardian. Cool. I'll look into that. Thank you.
Unknown 5:46
And I've seen plenty from the Chromebooks, all those all these are policy things that yes about
Unknown 5:56
what happens when you, when a student leaves a Chromebook at home?
Unknown 6:02
What type of filters do we use, then also you need to think about. And, and kind of decide Are
you gonna have a soft line or a hard line on bringing your own device. Because oftentimes
people say, and they should never put this in their policy. You should never put out to parents the
reason we are using Chromebooks, is to stop the, what’s the word, is it, disparity between
poverty, and when you do that, that's, that should not be the reason that we have Chromebooks,
is so that everybody can have a Chromebook, poor or rich. The reason that you should have a
Chromebook is for educational purposes and you just decide, like textbooks, this is something
everybody should have. It's not about poverty and, but people put that in their policies. And it's
just not appropriate because one, is just I think it's sloppy wording to, two it creates a situation
where I may say, I understand you're going to give my child a Chromebook, my child is going to
bring an iPad or my child's gonna bring their own device because it's better. So you've got to
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decide that you're going for this and are you gonna allow students to bring their own devices.
That’s a big hurdle.”
Unknown 7:33
push your buttons.
Unknown 7:36
Because of the use of these devices, don't get me started on that. Yeah. And then just use of the
Chromebook outside school. Do you keep the Chromebook. During the summer.
Unknown 7:49
Can seniors purchase their Chromebook when they leave the school, take on
Unknown 7:53
that my seminar kids are worried about?
Unknown 7:56
Yeah. How do we check in Chromebooks at the end of the year. How do we ensure that we
inventory them correctly and that they're clean and assessing damage and
Unknown 8:08
those are some things, and then
Unknown 8:11
developing a digital citizenship program. You can't just dump Chromebooks, or laptops on
students without teaching them digital citizenship because they, they, they have skills with
computers but they don't have digital citizenship so I would look into the
Unknown 8:33
st standards because they have a digital citizenship curriculum that people can use is T is T.
Unknown 8:44
How much. No, that's really good actually. I especially. It was really good. How have you
worked to support teachers and students and regards to Chromebooks.
Unknown 8:56
So I think as a district just having the Tech campus summer was really beneficial. I was not on
staff yet but I came to it. And I was pleasantly surprised at the number of people that I met that
were high school teachers that were coming in and learning how to utilize.
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Unknown 9:17
Not only the Google suite but different,
Unknown 9:21
different technologies and apps to help students with their learning. So I think that summer camp
which they're going to have again was very helpful. I think the district has really thought out.
Professional Development and Marina opportunities as they do with everything. They're really
focusing as well on technology. Okay, one more thing, sorry. I would also say that the school
itself has done a nice job with utilizing instructors days, or quote university to help staff
Unknown 10:05
with the creation of quote University was that done in conjunction with our Chromebooks. Oh,
did they just kind of happened to align
Unknown 10:13
happen to align. We just decided that some of the some of the things that Anthony would do for
quote University. Since we had the Chromebooks he would he would adapt, so that we could talk
about how to infuse. If you want to infuse technology with this teaching practice that's how you
would do it. So
Unknown 10:36
how have you seen Chromebooks impact lesson planning.
Unknown 10:44
I think it's impacted lesson lesson planning
Unknown 10:50
in a positive way a medical student is gone. Many teachers are using Google classroom and so
students can still log in to Google classroom and get their assignments and still maintain some
sense of presence, even though they're not physically present in the building.
Unknown 11:08
And that's different than
Unknown 11:11
before, especially when you planned a lesson you didn't have students that were there, you
assume that it may be two days before they're back and they're behind, and you know kids at
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home, they will get on their Chromebooks and so I think that's the planning. As far as uploading
it, and how they'll graded and
Unknown 11:31
how they'll provide feedback
Unknown 11:33
grading is really nice. Yeah,
Unknown 11:35
yeah. Exactly.
Unknown 11:37
That's been a huge benefit for me. And it just, I feel like I hold me accountable for getting the
grades back to them faster because they're constantly saying,
Unknown 11:46
I would think like lesson planning easier, especially since we can archive, all of your lessons
from this year. Before we go into next year, so that you can edit them and change them because
nobody wants to teach the same. Yeah. Nothing teaches the same lesson for 65 years in a row,
but no.
Unknown 12:03
No, I'm saying,
Unknown 12:05
Yes, exactly.
Unknown 12:08
How have you seen Chromebooks used for assessing loaning.
Unknown 12:15
Well,
Unknown 12:18
several different ways.
Unknown 12:20
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I've seen students working on writing and or papers, and they can work together and collaborate
and give feedback to each other in groups, you know, yeah. So that's my positive teacher can do
the same thing I think that's nice with, you know, where they can comment.
Unknown 12:46
And I think it's easier for a teacher to comment on a student's paper than it was to sit and write.
Yes. I think it's quicker.
Unknown 12:52
Yes, less issues with handwriting for sure.
Unknown 12:55
So that's, that's kind of an informal, I guess assessment. I think things like Kahoot, they can.
That's an in a quick assessment to identify students success so I think it's just made it. Sometimes
more interesting for students because they may want to do. You might want to give them
Unknown 13:15
Quizlet, I guess, is that, yes, yes. So I think it's just sparking students interest in
Unknown 13:27
taking information but it's just done in a different way and sometimes it makes it more
interesting. Plus, it gives instant feedback to the teacher so that they can, if they choose to
Unknown 13:42
really change or
Unknown 13:45
alter their instructions and the next day.
Unknown 13:49
Perfect. So that was my last question. And so I'm gonna. Yes, I'm gonna hit.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
TEACHER INTERVIEW 1
Unknown 0:06
I just gotta open up the questions.
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Unknown 0:22
Explain the school goals for the one to one Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:29
We were told is essentially that we're just
Unknown 0:31
trying to get kids right.
Unknown 0:33
And because our society is so saturated with technology it's important that we teach kids to use
technology as a tool. And as a mode of expression. We're also teaching them to look. Does the
digital not talk to the digital citizenship and 21st century, like research skills and life skills
responsible use.
Unknown 1:01
What are your overall thoughts in the one to one initiative,
Unknown 1:04
I like it. I think that one to one is definitely beneficial because kids do need to be able to use
technology to enhance their marks.
Unknown 1:17
I also think that it prepares them for a higher, higher level learning and for the job and also for
their own recreational use of technology,
Unknown 1:30
what features of the Chromebook Do you appreciate.
Unknown 1:32
I appreciate that the Chromebooks have offline capabilities because we do teach within a title
one district so it's very low income. And not every kid has internet at home, though there are
various public places here in town that do offer free Wi Fi. I think it's good that we have the
offline capability that kids could no longer show here at school and everything will sync up on
the internet again. I also like I love Google Classroom. I enjoy all of the G Suite stuff I think
Google Classroom is very useful, particularly for kids that have to be gone because of sports or
activities or because of illness. I feel like it's very much an equalizer for kids, especially those
kids with chronic illnesses.
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Unknown 2:19
What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks.
Unknown 2:23
I think the challenges
Unknown 2:25
that we've encountered is just the just off task behavior, probably the biggest challenge.
Unknown 2:32
And I have a whole different set of opinions about that kids you know want to play games or
watch Hulu or Netflix, but honestly a lot of that can be dealt with, with a classroom teacher.
That's Hey, I'll see you over there watching shameless. You know, the other issue that we've had
is
Unknown 2:52
just not bringing them charged.
Unknown 2:55
There have been a great deal of like issues with the keypads on the Chromebooks like they
malfunction,
Unknown 3:00
that's a common problem.
Unknown 3:02
I don't know if we just got like a bad bash or if that's a wrong issue. But I have ways to
troubleshoot everything, so I have kids
Unknown 3:10
go and check out a new Chromebook or a charged Chromebook or they're having issues.
Unknown 3:14
I've also i'm also amazed at how many kids do not have some basic tech skills, but they know
how to get on Netflix and play, but they don't know how to change the font size they don't know
how to download apps that they need. They don't know how to do double line spacing. So, I've
learned to not assume that's kind of I guess a challenge for the Chromebooks not assume that
kids know because they really don't. They're used to using technology as a play thing not always
as a
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Unknown 3:46
learning tool, and it's important for us to teach them to see that it can be both recreational and
educational.
Unknown 3:57
I'm on wondering,
Unknown 3:58
how did you prepare for the implementation of the one to one initiative. I was
Unknown 4:02
already ready for it in the sense that I had come from a district that was one to one previously.
And we went one to one, my third year here and we'd already been one to one in my old district
for two years prior to me ever coming here. I got to experience one to one rollout with iPads, and
then the following year one one rollout with Chromebooks, so I had already experienced it. Now
I will say that I feel like our district should not do well in comparison to my, my previous
district. One of the big mistakes that I felt like they made was this is the sixth day of high school
we have about 1600 to 1700 students in high school. They did not have an on site tech person or
a team of tech people whereas my old building in my cat only about 809 hundred students and
had two full time tech people to oversee the rollout. And when I asked point blank to the tech
team why we didn't have. I asked them before the end happened why they did not have plans to
have an on site tech person they said it wouldn't be fair to the other buildings, and I thought that
that was absolutely asinine I school this size. You need somebody there to help navigate the
troubleshooting and what has happened as a result is our librarian has been forced to become an
IT person when that's not in her job description, and she's not trained to do that, everything's kind
of been dumped off her, which is a very common thing here. So I think that it's a good. It's a
good, they had a good idea. I do think they were trying to move the right direction. It's just that
the execution was perhaps hasty. And not well thought out.
Unknown 5:40
So, I guess it's kind of bounces off there. What suggestions would you make to a district
preparing to deploy one to one Chromebooks.
Unknown 5:49
I think the biggest thing is, want to make sure that your staff has it in their hands. A couple a
couple months prior so if you're gonna go one to one. Get the Chromebooks and the tools and the
staffs hands,
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Unknown 6:02
at least a semester beforehand. And also let them explore and play with them over the summer,
Unknown 6:08
start rolling out all of your tech training, the semester beforehand as well.
Unknown 6:12
Instead of trying to do it all to Europe,
Unknown 6:15
and do not underestimate the amount of technical support you will need
Unknown 6:24
to troubleshoot having it people that are trained because there will be malfunctions with the
devices. You know when you're 1700 Chromebooks, for example, you're bound to have about
200 that habit issues, you know, just from, you know, statistical standpoint, you know you need
somebody be able to help with that. I think also locking things down beforehand is probably
smart, they originally rolled everything out they did it my whole district here with no blocks on
it. And they did it here. Not good and however much bandwidth they think they're going to need
quadruple what they think they're going to, like, because that's an issue and of course I know I
upset. The whole tech department by telling them that our internet or academic internet sucks,
Like, do you know how many thousands of dollars we spent on that hundreds of thousands of
dollars and I'm like it's not enough. Because we either need to lock down our internet more
partially to get this get on it with our phones.
Unknown 7:24
And they have to log into beyond that, or we need to increase our bandwidth.
Unknown 7:29
Although I am a big proponent of open internet because of what I do here. And I've overseen
Unknown 7:35
tournaments, that are of an accurate nature we do the open Internet.
Unknown 7:41
Can you utilize the Chromebooks at fundaments or not. I turn to the full potential. Okay,
potential
Unknown 7:49
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is possible to debate with a Chromebook I have a excavator over there, shaking her head. It is
possible to beat with a Chromebook, it is not easy. The problem with Chromebooks is that they
rely on internet access, and unfortunately Keisha the Kansas high school activities Association
does not want internet to be used during debate or forensics tournaments. Luckily for us, we've
kind of superseded that with the National Speech and Debate Association saying it's okay.
Unknown 8:12
And we've kind of worked around that,
Unknown 8:15
with Camtasia somewhere. Yeah, but uh, it is a challenge because Chromebooks by nature need
Internet access, or they want to do everything offline it freezes and crashes, because we're talking
because you have access to over 1000 documents that are like 20 pages long.
Unknown 8:33
It's a lot. I don't think it would remember we even allow you to download those of us online. No.
Unknown 8:40
Yeah. Yeah, that's all I've really pushed him to go on flash drives. In the past when that happens,
but that's a whole nother set of problems as
Unknown 8:48
well. Um, so this would be point classroom, how do you use Chromebooks for assessments in
your classroom.
Unknown 8:56
So I'll be honest,
Unknown 8:59
when I'm doing like a traditional like there's a particular right or wrong answer kind of test. I
tend to go on paper still, so they can't do both answers.
Unknown 9:11
Although for non traditional assessments, I'm a big fan of project based learning and
performance based
Unknown 9:20
learning initiatives so
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Unknown 9:23
then I use Chromebooks, for example, I might have kids do conduct research and then they
create a presentation. I've had kids create videos before. Sometimes I'll have like collaboration
with each other in Google Classroom we're willing to answer a question about a hot, you know
political topic or a social issue and the kids will comment to each other. So, and, you know, and
that's just more of a, you know, a formative assessment, but
Unknown 9:53
we use them pretty much every day.
Unknown 10:00
What session and professional development helped you the most.
Unknown 10:04
Honestly, what helped me the most was being a part of a one on one,
Unknown 10:07
initiative previously.
Unknown 10:10
I was already familiar with Google Classroom. I already knew how to set it up.
Unknown 10:15
Although our district did offer training.
Unknown 10:20
I will say that this district does a better job of training us than my old district, 100%, but
Unknown 10:27
I feel like with a lot of this stuff the training is useful to an extent. But the big thing that after the
training is that you play around with us with technology. You know, I could sit through five
different Google Classroom trainings, but none of them are going to be as important as me
actually on my own time sitting down and be like, alright. What was that David showed us Okay,
you know what I refer back to my notes and and all my own time. That's where the learning
happens I do feel like a lot of times they do a good job of trying to give us work time here to do
that. But I feel like some trainings, they just throw a lot information at you and don't give you a
chance to play. And as terrible as it sounds that that playful exploration is honestly, how we learn
how to do stuff. And I learned from my co workers you know if I'm like, you know, I'll be like
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hey so and so I, how do I use that one app, you know, show me how to use Pear Deck again you
know and No.
Unknown 11:20
I learned a lot from my peers. Okay so this kind of an offhand question because I didn't expect to
run into somebody who actually had experience with this which is why it's not on the list but I do
want an answer. How would you say the iPads compared to the Chromebook.
Unknown 11:37
I actually really liked the iPads a lot.
Unknown 11:42
I will say that kids prefer their Chromebooks. I thought the iPads were great because we had this
really cool program called the backpack and I thought it was really useful, and the PDF reader
was better than anything I've seen
Unknown 11:53
on the Chromebooks and
Unknown 11:55
I actually thought it was pretty decent.
Unknown 11:59
But in terms of writing as an English teacher.
Unknown 12:04
In terms of writing assignments and we do push writing a great deal I will say that this district is
huge on writing, and they expect it cross curricular
Unknown 12:14
for students to write Chromebooks hands down.
Unknown 12:19
Because of the access to a fully functional keyboard that you just don't have with iPads. Now,
my old district English department did have like little keyboards that can hook up to the iPads,
you know, you can Bluetooth and everything but
Unknown 12:34
it's not the same
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Unknown 12:37
as that and then the last question is, what professional development, would you like to see for
Chromebooks.
Unknown 12:43
So I would like to see more breakout sessions where people can kind of pick where they want to
go. I would also like to see more
Unknown 12:56
teachers teaching teachers.
Unknown 12:59
I enjoy that.
Unknown 13:01
I know that in my particular.
Unknown 13:08
Hey, is rusty there for me.
Unknown 13:12
Rusty rust.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
TEACHER INTERVIEW 2
Unknown 0:14
Explain the school goals for the one to one with regards to Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:20
Just how this students were able to get them or?
Unknown 0:24
just like, what is the intention with the Chromebooks,
Unknown 0:28
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I think access to technology, access to information and databases, especially like in the English
department. I think a lot of classes have gone away from textbooks,and are using that instead,
and maybe online textbooks instead of hardcopy.
Unknown 0:50
What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:55
Honestly, not a lot that's been pretty uh
Unknown 1:00
easy in my class.
Unknown 1:03
Um, Most kids bring theirs every day, most kids have it charged out up. I haven't had too many
issues of kids can't get to sites I need them to use.
Unknown 1:18
But it's been it's been relatively smooth,
Unknown 1:24
what features of the Chromebooks Do you appreciate.
Unknown 1:28
I like,
Unknown 1:31
I like the aspect that I get. I get with with the Google Classroom, I get to see kids as they are
working on projects, and so I can kind of check up and see where they’re at. I like the fact that I
get to read typing, instead of handwriting, because that's not so good in some cases. Um, I like
the fact that everything’s, If you use Google Classroom, everythings like in one location.
Unknown 2:05
What are your overall thoughts in the one to one initiative.
Unknown 2:08
I like it. Um, You know I haven't explored it as deeply as some of the teachers have, um using
extensions and things like that but it's been successful. my classes streamlined, my class. It's
easier to rade papers and leave feedback. Um, It gives kids notices when things are due.
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Unknown 2:37
So it's, um. I think it's been successful
Unknown 2:40
How did you prepare for the implementation of the one to one initiative.
Unknown 2:46
Well I intended to go to the summer camp.
Unknown 2:52
But it was the same week that we were out of town.
Unknown 2:56
So I started using Google Classroom a little bit last year. And just like try on our over the course
of the show. Like I said, I haven't delved as deeply as I love teach us with extensions, but for
what I need. I think it's been
Unknown 3:17
successful, what suggestions would you make to a district to preparing to deploy Chromebooks
next year.
Unknown 3:25
I'm having it pass it on side I know I haven't had a lot of issues with it in my, in my class but I
know school wide has been a lot of issues. And it shouldn't be added to somebody's jaw
responsibility that already has a lot of responsibility but
Unknown 3:47
it really is not our
Unknown 3:51
forte. They should they should definitely have an IT person on staff.
Unknown 4:04
How have the Chromebooks changed your lesson planning process.
Unknown 4:12
Well I guess do more, more different things.
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Unknown 4:16
For instance does North Korea have a site that we use that they had a it was a read aloud function
that gives, whatever that gets typed. We could fly in and the site with way to fill out that wasn't
possible, you know, and point of view is yeah i was just that. Just that use that same model that
we've been trained on going on what you can do with paper and pencil or textbook to what you
can do, and what you can play with, with technology.
Unknown 4:59
How do you use Chromebooks for assessments in your classroom.
Unknown 5:03
Um, well we
Unknown 5:06
honestly we all take a lot of assessments in my class we provide a lot of essays
Unknown 5:12
on that stuff. So,
Unknown 5:17
we will be going and using
Unknown 5:20
common with them they have an assessment tool on their sides
Unknown 5:27
to it for the state assessment.
Unknown 5:30
Perfect. Um, what session of professional development helped you the most.
Unknown 5:41
I missed the summer camp.
Unknown 5:45
That was voluntary. Just because of conflict of scheduling. But I don't know if we've had a lot of.
Well actually, I'll take that back we had a. A. in service on just organizing Google. And that's
helped me a lot, just so I know what things are. And I can access them easily and I can make new
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documents or new slides and different photos without having to save it to that folder that's that's
helped me out a lot.
Unknown 6:22
Perfect. That was my last question Do you have anything else to add. Perfect. Yeah.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
TEACHER INTERVIEW 3
Unknown 0:16
Okay, first question is, can you explain the school goals for the one to one rollout of
Chromebooks?
Unknown 0:25
I think the goals are to improve our students, digital literacy in particular those
Unknown 0:34
who are college bound, working with classroom management systems and things like that.
Unknown 0:41
And I think the goal is also to
Unknown 0:46
basically utilize, utilize digital programs for enhancement of our lessons and learning and things
like that. So I
Unknown 0:59
say the goal there.
Unknown 1:09
Next question is what are your overall thoughts on the one to one, initiative?
Unknown 1:15
I think it's I think it's overall good, I think it's a very convenient tool. So when it comes to
students being absent, especially if you were in a district that had a ton of absences, it’d be really
helpful. It's really good. When there's teacher absences because it's really easy to communicate
what I, what students need to be working on directly to them, as opposed to through a substitute
intermediary. I mean, I think it's really relevant, if we talk about any potential prolonged
absences from school due to illnesses or whatever, or, you know, there's an opportunity now that
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all of our students have devices, yes, I think one of my favorite things about the devices, is that it
makes learning a little bit more equitable. That's probably the biggest thing to me is that students
who don't have access or as much access to technology, that's one less barrier. We know that
students from lower socio socio economic backgrounds, have challenges that influence their
ability to learn in a traditional public school environment and so that's one less thing. But I don’t
think it should in any way hinder
Unknown 2:42
their ability to have the same opportunities as their classmates.
Unknown 2:45
Yes, what features of the Chromebooks, do you appreciate.
Unknown 2:52
I don't know if it's the Chromebooks, specifically, I do like that they are limited, and they're
,they're fairly simple devices. So I like that. I like that the Chromebooks specifically are Google
integrated, because I think Google has the best tools, across the board for education and for
utilizing
Unknown 3:17
utilizing
Unknown 3:20
programs in the classroom,I think they are very intuitive. That would probably be the biggest
thing: very intuitive, very easy for students to use, students are familiar, most of the time with
those programs. So that's probably my favorite part, also the ability to like kind of have constant
updates, you don't have to wait for like a rollout or a new program, there's an extension,
Unknown 3:42
or they're gonna update the program or
Unknown 3:44
whatever it may be. So the cost to us. It's kind of. They kind of model that constant improvement
that we want in education,
Unknown 3:51
OhI like that, that’s a good connection.
Unknown 3:57
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On the flip side, what challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks.
Unknown 4:03
I think the challenges deal, in some of the challenges deal with academic honesty, It's a lot easier
to share information. It's a lot more. I think it's more difficult to easily identify when you don't
want students copying information from another student or when they're trying to, I mean, it is a
lot easier to submit, another student's paper. Yes, because there's no handwriting to distinguish
what's going on. I did recently catch a student doing this because they forgot to change the name.
Unknown 4:41
Yes, I caught that too when I looked back at the history. It was like so and so set up this
document, but so and so I handed it in and I was like, Whoa,
Unknown 4:50
Well, and that’s I was gonna say too is, and this person was smart enough to copy it and paste it
into a different document.But because you can look at revision history. When a document goes
from no text to a full page of text instantly. And
Unknown 5:03
you know that that was that added,
Unknown 5:06
you know, over time and so that's that was helpful, but academic honesty thing, communicating
digitally. I think that's one thing, students already struggle to have a conversation with a per,
much less an adults. And so when they can have a screen in front of them. On one hand yeah the
communication happens, but it's still inhibiting their, their interpersonal communication, and
especially their oral presentation skills, I think, yes and their ability to just communicate
verbally. And the last thing I would mention is, I don't think that there's. I don't, I'm not super
familiar with the research but I have seen some research that suggests that reading
digitally.,There's less comprehension, reading digitally than on on paper, and I think it's easier to
just throw in a document on Google Classroom than to go ahead and print it out, even though the
printed document has been shown to be more accessible to students, and maybe that has to just
do with familiarity, but they're used to physicall text, they're not as accustomed, maybe to digital
text.
Unknown 6:30
How did you prepare for the implementation of a one to one initiative.
Unknown 6:35
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I, knowing it was coming. I already was familiarizing myself with things like Google classroom,
Google Slides, Google Sheets and some different extensions. That was a major goal of our
department in fact a year before we had the Chromebooks, our whole department. Agreed we'd
use Google Classroom.
Unknown 6:56
And so that was helpful to get familiar with it in practice, but then the chrome camp we had in
the summer to prepare it was I think vital, especially if you're someone that really wasn't
comfortable with the rollout, the chrome camp was very helpful. especially because it was paid,
so there was no, there was an incentive to be there beyond
Unknown 7:17
being prepared.
Unknown 7:20
So with Google Classroom your department., Didn't you guys have carts of Chromebooks last
year or something similar? Or was it laptops?
Unknown 7:27
Yeah. So it was laptops.
Unknown 7:28
It wasn’t the Chromebooks, but we did have devices in our- I forgot about that, yes we did have
devices. So we essentially had a one to one in our classroom, but they didn't go home with them.
Unknown 7:44
Yes, that was
Unknown 7:45
a distinction that was a little bit different. So
Unknown 7:51
that was one thing that was difficult last year was I have things on google classroom but there
was still the issue with access outside of school.
Unknown 7:59
Yes.
Unknown 8:05
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What, what suggestions, would you make to a district preparing to implement one to one
technology?
Unknown 8:17
I would say make sure
Unknown 8:21
I would say, make sure to communicate thoroughly
Unknown 8:25
why you're doing it.
Unknown 8:27
because I think, to this day, almost a year into our.
Unknown 8:33
One to One initiative I still think.
Unknown 8:37
, hear some pushback from parents about
Unknown 8:39
why we're doing it. They see it as, they see it as a problem, especially if students are struggling
to manage the digital work and struggling to kind of keep track of information within a
classroom management system. I think they are the crucial pushback, from parents. There's a
little bit of pushback from students as well, who, you know, struggle with using technology or
it's there, they don't prefer it that way. And so, communicating, why we're doing it, that we're not
just following educational trends that there's actually some
Unknown 9:15
merit to it,
Unknown 9:17
communicating that and then
Unknown 9:21
training absolutely
Unknown 9:24
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training. Absolutely. One thing I wish that our district had done a little bit better on was
communicating out front
Unknown 9:31
the procedures,
Unknown 9:33
because I don't think I mean, to this day, I don't really have a good grasp of the process when
Chromebooks break down, versus like where they have a software malfunction versus when
they're damaged,
Unknown 9:45
I don't really know all of the procedures about that.
Unknown 9:51
Also,
Unknown 9:53
access to information, so like how much of this information and this is going to be crucial when
communicating to parents as well. How much of this information is being like how much, how
much access do students have? And,
Unknown 10:07
as a parent when my kids are older, I would not want.
Unknown 10:12
I wouldn't want my kids having free reign of the internet if I did not give them that access at
home. And so, then the flip side of that is, how do you get students access to pages that may be
blocked for whatever reason that you want them to have access to that have educational merit,
and then aren't
Unknown 10:31
illicit in a way. Yes, but are some first time reason blacked
Unknown 10:34
Yeah, because they fall under some umbrella or whatever.
Unknown 10:38
Absolutely, I would rather I would lean towards a stricter firewall.
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Unknown 10:41
Yes, over, and I guess this kind of goes back to the former question you asked about the
challenges, which we're still a challenge with phones, but
Unknown 10:51
Netflix Disney plus Hulu, etc.
Unknown 10:54
Students are able to get around firewalls
Unknown 10:57
to open those and access them during class.
Unknown 11:00
How have the Chromebooks change your lesson planning process?
Unknown 11:06
They have allowed me to be much more flexible with changes to plans, so I may have plans
written out two weeks in advance, but as we're going through the unit I'm seeing changes I'm
seeing things that maybe I need to modify a particular lesson. And I can do that much more
quickly because I don't have to wait for documents to be printed
Unknown 11:33
necessarily or I don't have to,
Unknown 11:35
you know, reprint the instructions or whatever. So I don't have to worry about “Oh am I using
too much paper?” or all of that concern, yes, it's just much easier to do that.
Unknown 11:49
I'm thinking frequently
Unknown 11:50
about how to use technology,
Unknown 11:54
but I also think it's somewhat of an added stressor . lke an added stressor to think, Oh am I using
the technology, even when there are sometimes lessons that don't work, there are lessons that
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don't require it and in fact there are lessons that, there are lessons that are beneficial to not have
like there, like, you know what I mean,
Unknown 12:13
yes, lessons that are just more face to face. Yeah and
Unknown 12:20
Well I'm just like the physical interaction with like multiple documents at different stations, it's
actually enhancing their learning. Sure, it could have it pulled up on a screen but it's just not the
same especially if they're not marking around it and different things it's,
Unknown 12:35
I can imagine DBQ’s especially. Yeah,
Unknown 12:38
DBQ’s are an excellent example
Unknown 12:40
It's helpful to have
Unknown 12:43
to not use the device in that case. I just did a lesson in the day where we didn't use devices and
kids absolutely loved it.
Unknown 12:49
Yes,
Unknown 12:50
I think they're craving those things now that they're on the computer all the time, they kind of
crave some of that oh, like, oh
Unknown 12:57
paper we’re going to move it around on our desk?
Unknown 12:59
Yes, we're gonna write
Unknown 12:59
on the desk. Oh man, so they appreciate that.
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Unknown 13:04
How do you use Chromebooks for assessments in your classroom
Unknown 13:08
Chromebooks are extremely helpful for multiple choice assessments, because of instant grading.
Unknown 13:17
Yes,
Unknown 13:18
I mean that is, that is huge. There are of course ways to do that with physical exam sheets, but
instant grading is extremely helpful, not just for me, but students get to see instantly What they
missed. And the correct answer. That to me that fact, that direct feedback to students is crucial.
Unknown 13:39
It's not as helpful when it comes to,
Unknown 13:45
When it comes to written assignments,
Unknown 13:46
it's a little bit harder to give some. And I'm not thinking essays, as much as short answer
questions. Short answer questions are a little bit different, it's harder to kind of comment on
those. But there are ways around that with Google Forms as well.
Unknown 14:02
So you can. You can.
Unknown 14:05
One of the things I've been able to do is, and I actually had done this before with essays before
we got Chromebooks, but I find myself making the same comments on every page. And so what
I did was I just created a checkbox, checkboxes with those comments and for for when I graded
the students I just clicked the checkboxes that applied to that student. And
Unknown 14:29
that was it. Perfect.
Unknown 14:33
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What session professional development helped you the most.
Unknown 14:45
That’s a good question because I think the I
Unknown 14:49
think the sessions that
Unknown 14:53
I was most intrigued by I haven't even had a chance to implement yet. So like I went to a session
about like Google Sites, but didn't feel comfortable enough for getting it this year to jump into
that yet.
Unknown 15:08
I would say probably the most
Unknown 15:09
directly beneficial was actually information I got about Pear Deck. And in particular, it's easy
integration with Quizlet.
Unknown 15:20
So I found
Unknown 15:23
that the use of flashcards has been extremely helpful for my students, and improving their
retention and recall abilities, and those two programs have helped tremendously. And so the
training I received on that was very helpful.
Unknown 15:37
What professional development, would you like to see for Chromebooks.
Unknown 15:45
I think I would like to see
Unknown 15:49
more professional development around that academic dishonesty piece and how to, how to best
identify those things, but probably more importantly, how to create assignments that deter that
kind of activity, like how do you how do you design an assignment that, you know, it's so
individualized or something, that is more individualized I guess, where students are, it's very
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clear that students wouldn't be able to replicate that, anything of that nature, even though not all
of your assignments can look like that.
Unknown 16:31
Okay, that was.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
TEACHER INTERVIEW 4
Unknown 0:02
Okay, this one’s recording
Unknown 0:06
And That one is recording
Unknown 0:17
Okay, explain the school goals for the one to one roll out of Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:23
The School goals, is I would say the number one goal is to give every student 24/ seven access to
the Internet, and that the technology would be used in the SAMR framework. Clearly, moving
this district toward implementation of more technology in our instruction, as well as our
assessment.
Unknown 1:02
What are your overall thoughts on the one to one initiative?
Unknown 1:07
I honestly do not know how I would survive without the one on one initiative since I came out of
a district recently that I was in for 20 years and they've been, although they didn't have one to
one, per se, every student that needed access to technology had it 24 seven there at school. When
I left, or retired from that district, that is when they had just gone to one on one. And, but by, you
know, by that time everybody, every, every teacher was already using Google Classroom I
would say, I've been using Google, the Google platform for the last 10 years before even coming
to Kansa so I cannot even imagine how I would have survived if they had not gone, yes one to
one. Uh huh.
Unknown 2:00
Do you think that would have played a factor in what district you chose to apply for
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Unknown 2:06
no it really would not because I found out that once you retire. You are going to be probably not
considered to come back into a school district which is what I did not know that about and
KPERS told me that I need to worry about that situation and when reality hit I realized, oh my
gosh. So, so I'm thrilled and blessed to be here and and Gosh darn it, I'm glad that they have the
one to one, I don't. Yes, I couldn't function
Unknown 2:40
were the previous districts Chromebooks as well. Yes. Okay. Perfect. Um, what suggestions
would you make to a district preparing to deploy Chromebooks next year?
Unknown 3:00
Wow. Okay, having come into this district, new this year I know that there probably was quite a
bit of front loading, as far as getting teachers prepared. Although I think the teachers were pretty
acclimated to the Google platform, I don't know, I just really don't have a handle on that but I
know that they did a lot of workshops and training in the summer. And as far as what they made
available to new teachers, I'm not sure, I'm excuse me, the current teachers the new teachers
coming in, you know, they really didn't spend a lot of time with us in new teacher training with
that and I think man what if, what if those teachers new coming in had not had any experience
with the, with the Chromebook platform? I think that would have been a little difficult so I would
just say make sure your teachers are on board and they know what they're doing and they're
ready to rock and roll. I thought this district did. From what I can tell the kids seem to acclimate,
very quickly. And to me it seems. It just seems like it was a seamless transition. I did hear
students, and these were debate students, who complained that the Chromebooks were not
{intercom interuption calling students to office] they were not compatible with what's what we
needed to accomplish in debate and to a certain extent, that's that's true.
Unknown 4:22
What features of the Chromebooks do appreciate?
Unknown 4:30
Well, the number one feature is how quickly they charge, so that
Unknown 4:35
the kids are up and running for the most part.
Unknown 4:40
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I love the ability to collaborate on documents, both with the kiddos and the kiddos able to do that
with one another. It is a dream come true as far as communication. And what else is it that ,,,well
obviously google classroom is amazing. So I think that's my top three.
Unknown 5:05
What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks?
Unknown 5:13
The one challenge and again this is coming from a debate coach's perspective is, they are nearly
impossible to use for research and debate. There is a program that the students could use on the
little Hewlett Packard's that they have used in previous years, which allows them to visualize
their cases and their research very easily and they can manipulate the, the documents, much more
easily than they can on a Chromebook. So I researched, to find out if there was an app that we
could purchase, and there is, it's pretty pricey. No, it's very pricey. So I don't know. We just eked
by with the Chromebooks this year, but I had other coaches that just said, you know, _[name
redacted]__, I judged your kids in a round and they were really struggling, you know to
manipulate those Chromebooks and so that it was a struggle for us on the debate side of it. The
other issue with the Chromebooks, I would say, again, and I don't know how you fix this, it's not
the Chromebooks ,it's the kids who come, they've lost the chords.
Unknown 6:22
And they show up without their, they're not ready to go and so that's been that's been a real
struggle.
Unknown 6:32
What's, sorry, we already did that one, How have the Chromebooks changed your lesson plan
process? I'm not sure if this one applies to you recently because you've been doing it for 10
years.
Unknown 6:42
So I post my lesson plans daily, and they are subject to change daily depending. I’m the kind of
teacher, I plan about 50,000 times more than what I know will get done, because I don't want any
downtime in my classroom and obviously with students that work ahead you want to be able to
go ahead and jump, jump in there so every day. It's also where I post my makeup work so my,
my lesson plan document, and then the makeup work is right below that. So, it forces those kids
to go in there if they're gone. And then, hopefully, they get, you know, they know what they need
to make up before they return back to class, so I do love that. Mm hmm.
Unknown 7:25
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Perfect. How do you use Chromebooks for assessments in your classroom?
Unknown 7:29
I do use Google Quizzes.
Unknown 7:34
I'm going to say as far as assessment. Ah, they're
Unknown 7:40
constantly, assessment would be just submitting documents to Google Classroom.
Unknown 7:47
Everything. I'm would have to say I'm 99% paperless, everything comes through Google
Classroom.
Unknown 7:58
This might be a little bit of an interesting question since you won't here for part of it, but you
were here this entire year, what session of professional development helped you the most. Oh,
Unknown 8:16
I cannot think of one PD day where we
Unknown 8:22
I may be wrong on this [name redaced] so you may have to just delete this I honestly I
Unknown 8:27
wish I could tell you that I've had specific Chromebook training on a PD day. And I'm at a loss, I
mean I can move on to the next part of my brain is on overload with all of the new teacher
sessions which is so much geared toward
Unknown 8:44
literacy first.
Unknown 8:45
Yes. Yeah, there you go.
Unknown 8:48
Well professional development, would you like to see for Chromebooks because you do come
from a very rich background there.
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Unknown 9:00
I know that this was available but you had to come and take them during summer school classes
at the Learning Center and that kind of thing so I don't want to be negative about that they didn't
make this available. I, I'm, I want to know more about the apps and the extensions. Yes yes that
that, and how those can be utilized in my classroom.
Unknown 9:22
Okay, that was my last question.
Unknown 9:24
Thank you. Yes.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
TEACHER INTERVIEW 5
Unknown 0:00
Okay, so I got that recording going, and got this one going.
Unknown 0:06
Okay. Um, So first question is, explain the school goals for the one to one roll-out of
Chromebooks.
Unknown 0:16
I think one of the main goals is to enhance student learning and that students can learn and
demonstrate mastery of things different ways than has been possible in the past.
Unknown 0:31
Our school kinda uses the SAMR model too
Unknown 0:35
As a framework for the goals, of what students should be able to do. And a lot of that wasn't
possible before. The Chromebooks and now it is.
Unknown 0:46
perfect, um, what are your overall thoughts in the one on one initiative?
Unknown 0:51
I think the rollout went smoothly. I think that took students,
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Unknown 0:57
longer than I thought it would to
Unknown 1:01
learn how to use the Chromebooks, but I think they were pretty open minded towards it. For the
most part.
Unknown 1:10
I didn't anticipate that teaching them how, how to use the computer on top of teaching content
would take as long as it did but I think a lot of that, that now that it’s taken care of , will move a
little bit faster. Perfect.
Unknown 1:26
What features of the Chromebook do you appreciate?
Unknown 1:30
I appreciate the speech to text features, because my students use those to get ideas on paper. The
ones that struggle with writing or have fine motor issues prefer to use that speech to text feature
and that wasn't an option, really at all, before. They would have had to have a human scribe to
do that. So that's made them a lot more confident in their writing, and actually a lot more aware
of punctuation and grammar, because they have to actually include it in their, in their speech so
I've used that a lot.
Unknown 2:11
Okay, um, what challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks.
Unknown 2:18
I have probably five to 10 students
Unknown 2:24
[interruption by intercom, calling student to gym] who were very resistant to using
Chromebooks, but it was more out of fear, because I didn't know how to use them.
Unknown 2:35
And it was hard for them to stay organized digitally, instead of having a physical like folder or
binder.
Unknown 2:44
But
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Unknown 2:46
once they built up the confidence
Unknown 2:50
in remembering the steps and remembering where to find the materials that seemed to improve
some as time has gone on.
Unknown 3:00
How did you prepare for the implementation of the one to one initiative.
Unknown 3:06
I wasn't terribly skilled with technology before the rollout and I spent a lot of time in the summer
before school started attending Chrome camp and just sitting down with teachers that I knew
were experienced with using Google classroom and Chromebooks. And I had them teach me
some things before the kids got here, so that I could in turn teach them. And that helped me a lot
to have time to process, how to use it before I had kids
Unknown 3:40
in the room. Perfect, what suggestions would you make to district for parents to play
Chromebooks next year.
Unknown 3:53
I think teaching the.
Unknown 3:56
What do you call it, the etiquette
Unknown 4:00
digital citizenship? Yeah, digital citizenship is a big deal. And I also think planning in enough
time to teach students how to access, whatever app or program you're going to use and then also
teach the content on top of that, is important at the beginning because rushing through it or not
having enough time to do both will cause them to be frustrated. So giving yourself enough time
in the first nine weeks or semester is important.
Unknown 4:30
How have the Chromebooks changed your lesson planning process?
Unknown 4:36
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I think it allows me a larger variety of activities which helps with student engagement. I have
certain students who never participated before we had Chromebooks and now with Pear Deck
and some other things they're very motivated to participate in class. And I think the variety along
with just the visual elements and has higher increased engagement in my classes,
Unknown 5:04
how do you use Chromebooks for assessments in your classrooms.
Unknown 5:12
The main kind of assessment that I use them for is writing. I don't have them take tests on the
Chromebooks, but I do have them write And I have used just Google Docs to out, edit, and edit
their papers return it to them and how to make those corrections and additions to their rough
drafts, and they're able to do that digitally, and that that's the main way that I use them.
Unknown 5:41
What session and professional development helped you the most.
Unknown 5:45
I think the Pear Deck, and the basic google classroom
Unknown 5:51
sessions,
Unknown 5:52
helped me the most, especially because I wasn't familiar with PearDeck before the chrome camp
so actually getting to participate in the PearDeck activity helped me see what it's like from a
student perspective.
Unknown 6:07
Perfect. And then the final question is what professional development, would you like to see for
Chromebooks.
Unknown 6:17
I.
Unknown 6:21
I what’s that program called- where we can kick them off theUnknown 6:27
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Ah- it’s- It’s A’s som-A plus? Is that what’ it’s called, it’s no, Socratic, I can't remember. It's like
it's a
Unknown 6:31
something. You know whatI'm talking about? Yeah,
Unknown 6:33
Aristotle, Yeah, Aristotle we can lock. Yeah.
Unknown 6:36
Yeah, I never really got to see that work. I never got much instruction on that I think the day we
were supposed to have, the internet was down. Yes, so I think having students engaged is great
but being able to control how they use their Chromebooks would be, would be helpful for me
and actually getting to see how to set up the Aristotle would be helpful. And I also think maybe
learning some apps that aren't just substitution on the SAMR model, that are kind of enhancing
learning instead of just replacing it with a digital version. I’d like to learn some more of those
types of activities because I think now that I have the substitution down, I want to keep moving
forward. Yes, kind of go up on the SAMR model. Perfect.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EXPERT
Unknown 0:00
This one going
Unknown 0:02
in this one. Perfect.
Unknown 0:09
Okay so this list is for administrator and it tech. So if you feel like any question just doesn't
apply to you is more administrative, then just let me know, move on to the next one. Sounds fair.
Okay. Can you explain the school goals for the one to one rollout of Chromebooks as, as you see
them.
Unknown 0:27
Um, so I would say probably the biggest thing was to eliminate a lack of access to technology as,
you know, a barrier to new and innovative uses of technology for to enhance learning. So we had
I think a lot of access for students but sometimes scheduling, their use of it at home, all that kind
of things made it sometimes difficult to utilize that and to really start using some of these new
tools that I think the hope is to enhance learning. So, part of all of that, wrapped up in together
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Unknown 1:15
what features are the Chromebooks. I do appreciate.
Unknown 1:20
So especially on the IoT side the ease of deployment
Unknown 1:25
is far and away better than any other devices we've ever looked at. I can have because everything
is cloud based and account based I can have all the policies all set up, and I can take a factory
Chromebook and have it ready for a student in like five minutes, which is not really doable with
most other platforms.
Unknown 1:47
How long would you think that the equivalent would take with a full like MacBook or
something.
Unknown 1:55
So I can't speak to experience with Mac. But with like tablet deployments. At least the tools
we've used typically is quite a bit longer and a lot of times it's not just a one size fits all, it's a lot
more manual and so it's easier to miss particular things with Windows deployments. It's another
one where you can kind of preset up a lot of stuff. But that setup is a lot more unwieldy. And
sometimes requires that it has to be our local network so there are some additional complications
sometimes in setting those up and even then just the imaging process. It takes longer to get all
those policies applied.
Unknown 2:43
So does that mean that the Chromebooks are easier to control from when they're at home,
Unknown 2:48
so they are, they are both easier to set up, but also easier to control I would say from home.
Being that all of those policies. They don't have to. They're not distributed through just the local
network of the district, they're completely cloud based so if we change a policy. As soon as that
Chromebook connects to the internet at home, or anywhere away from school, those policies
should apply. And so that's another thing that we really liked
Unknown 3:19
with those.
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Unknown 3:20
Perfect. What challenges have you encountered with the Chromebooks.
Unknown 3:25
Um, so some of the challenges have been, you know, we like the Chromebooks because there's a
lot. It works better than like tablet deployments where the browser might be limited to mobile
versions of it. You know, Chromebooks, you can do it on a web browser on any almost any other
computer you can do it on them. However, there are still some applications that are used in the
school settings that are not usable on the Chromebooks. And so making sure or finding
alternatives is sometimes been a little challenging. And then it's also something that just
personally as a district we hadn't really done that much. There was definitely a learning curve on
trying to figure out what policies followed best practices, what would need set up by different
grades, just how best to manage them was a little bit of a learning experience because we were
more familiar with a traditional Windows environment.
Unknown 4:29
So that was a little bit of a challenge.
Unknown 4:32
On our on the technical side of it. But overall I mean, they've been pretty straightforward and
that part of it. We've been pretty pleased with and the particular model we had, you know, we
have definitely seen. You know damage and stuff like that happened because they're in the hands
of kids every day and they take them home and they
Unknown 4:55
lose them. And.
Unknown 4:57
And so, you know, we have had the break but I think it's actually been a lesser degree, or at least
percentage of damage than we initially expected. So we've been, I think, fairly pleased with that.
And one thing that's hard to envision is that that the particular model is that the cases we paired
them with is that the, you know, even maybe just as simple as the clientele of the school here.
Maybe they treat them better than, students on average. I'm skeptical of that. But uh, you know,
we don't know entirely why you know our, I think current
Unknown 5:40
estimated damage rate is about 3%
Unknown 5:45
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were some other districts with different models of Chromebooks that had 512 percent Lau
damage rates. So, whether it's a difference in the way we're counting them or just they've
experienced or some others are older and others are newer. You know that I can't speak to the,
the full details on that but at least initially we've been somewhat pleased with that we really
haven't seen as much damage as we would have expected.
Unknown 6:14
What do you anticipate that that would. Oh, will be different when it eventually rolls out to the
younger grades.
Unknown 6:21
Um, I think, for me, the biggest determinant of that is whether these students will take them
home. Because I would say we've, we've typically seen a spike in damage reports. Following
weekend's following breaks, I think we had, you know, probably five of them turned in after you
know winter break. So it seems like the longer the kids have them at home sometimes the more
accidents happen. So if the younger grades don't probably do that, I would expect, less damage
like we've actually still we do have some Chromebooks in purely just classroom cart
deployments, on the exact same model in some of the elementary so about 250 different
Chromebooks. And the damage rate for them is probably about half, I think I've estimated about
half of what we've seen
Unknown 7:17
here with the ones at the high school,
Unknown 7:19
so just being in a controlled environment makes that big a difference. It seems so.
Unknown 7:23
The biggest. The biggest thing we've seen that has been damaged has typically been screens. And
it's generally I think as a result of transport or storage. I know there's been multiple reports where
my sibling stepped on it, or, you know, I dropped it during whatever. And so when they're in a
cart deployment it does seem like that control. At least eliminates that a lot. We see a lot I think
also less spills, so it seems we've had several that have been damaged by you know spilling
water or soda or things like that. And I think that happens a lot less at school than it does at
home.
Unknown 8:04
Yes, how did
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Unknown 8:07
how did you prepare for the implementation of the one to one initiative. So one thing we did was
we did talk to. So we had a small amount of these Chromebooks that we either just tested
individually or at some of the at the elementary level, because they got some actually part of a
grant program that the superintendent did the innovation grants. So we had some already in the
district and we were able to kind of, you know, do the initial deployment stuff, you know, as part
of that, and felt a little bit more comfortable getting ready to do this one. We also did venture and
talk to multiple school districts that had already done Chromebook deployments, or even were
just one to one deployments, talking to some local ones like. I think we talked to Mays, so
Ottawa has their tech director is actually very active in there, in their area. It is a very like vocal
advocate for kind of collaborating and so he was a really good one to talk to and learn about their
experience, and some of the different policies and things they had done. So yeah some individual
just experimentation and trial by error on our part but then also trying to, especially for policy.
Things to recommend to administration and others talking to other districts to find out what did
did not work for them previously.
Unknown 9:42
I'm so related to the deployment of Chromebooks, what do you think administration did well.
Oh, you would be taking this from an IT an administration perspective.
Unknown 9:51
So I think a few things that went well was the, like the actual deployment of getting them in the
hands of the student and inventoried during that process that I think went really well. I think it
was well organized. We had a fairly streamlined setup where we were able to scan the asset IDs
of the Chromebooks scan the student IDs that the building administration made sure was
prepared for the students to match those up in a spreadsheet import that into our inventory
system so that all was very well organized.
Unknown 10:27
I was surprised. I think they told us that to expect, like 15 minutes, but we will back in my
classroom after about 15. Yeah, so
Unknown 10:36
yeah so that all I think actually flowed very well. I would say one thing that I'm, you know, from
my end it's our I you know not being in the building as much as the teachers, the students the
administrators. I'm not sure how I suspect that we probably could have improved the discussion
of the expectations for students the policies that they would be under as far as you know what to
do when and how to do it. What are you know what passwords to use if you need a reset Who do
you talk to. I think that both training of staff and communication with staff and students,
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probably could have been better but I don't know how it actually was. I don't know how it felt to
the staff and students here. So, it could be that for you from your guys's perspective that was
pretty positive but that's one thing I think I suspect could have used some improvement and we
probably want to maybe do something a little bit, you know, either more in depth next time.
Unknown 11:40
Okay so that kind of leads into next question, which you've already answered a little bit but you
might have more what suggestions would you make to district preparing to deploy Chromebooks
next year.
Unknown 11:50
So, part of it is making sure you have a good. I think structure for all of the policies in the
Google Admin console to one thing we didn't do and we're in the process of switching is really
kind of locking things down, I think, in our experience, it will be easier for a district, if they start
controlled and then allow access to additional things rather than having some a bit more open
and having to then claw that back. So we we disabled some access ahead of time for API access
to different things, but we didn't limit initially extensions and apps. Really because there's a lot
of them out there and we didn't know what students and and staff would need, but what that's
meant is we've had over, I think. 1000 different apps and extensions that have been installed by
students all throughout this. A lot of them in very small numbers but some of them with the
purpose to bypass filters to do other things to play games. Some of it just for customization. But
now we're having to get a list of all the of the ones that have educational backing by staff for
student use, and then we're gonna have to flip the switch and turn all these off, except for the
allowed ones, and that's a lot more of a headache now, and I think will probably lead to. Bert,
potentially more student discontent with taking things away from them that they've already had
access to rather than stopping restricted and allowing educational ones in. Okay, so that's one
thing I would really recommend is start controlled and you can always expand rather than you
know have things open, and then you have to close some of those back when there's
consequences that we didn't foresee
Unknown 13:50
exactly that's what they teach you about classroom management discipline anyways. Be straight
to the stare. So that's interesting. I don't know much about computers but I know that the kids, try
to use like IP masking or whatever it is that not yes
Unknown 14:06
there's well so there there are some. So, through the use of VPNs proxies on is one way that they
try and bypass filters, because it kind of masks the traffic so that our, our firewall doesn't block it
at that level. We additionally have a extension based filter on the Chromebooks so that when
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they're at home. They're also filtered. However, when hosted apps are used that that extension
doesn't load on, they can bypass that filter. And so we've seen a lot of different apps and
extension sometimes installed so that the filters, both the extension based one and the, the
firewall based one can always notice those. And so there, there are tools to individually block
those apps but that's the other thing where we'd really like to move where the system where all of
these apps and extensions are blocked, except, unless we explicitly allow them.
Unknown 15:08
That'd be a real time saver.
Unknown 15:09
Yeah, so that way you know someone wants they can the extension will then we allow that one.
You know, or various things like that. It puts some more administrative burden on because then
anytime any student or staff member wants to add one, they've got to do that but it puts that
control to hopefully prevent students from bypassing these different filters and controls, using
these these third party
Unknown 15:37
applications.
Unknown 15:38
Perfect. Next question is, how have you worked to support teachers and students in regards to
Chromebooks. That's pretty much your whole job.
Unknown 15:47
So it has been a little bit difficult. Just because one thing is, as part of this whole deployment we
did not add any staff. And so, you know, it's one where I think not part of our tech department,
but your learning facilitator didn't change because of they retirement and the new person I think
there was some shifting of duties to hopefully provide some more educational technology
support from our side, we have you know any damage, and stuff like that that is reported. I think
we've we've tried to be proactive that gets reported through Google Forms and some various.
You know mail merging systems into our ticketing system so that we can get up here and repair
student ones, hopefully pretty quickly. We did set up the loaner system to hopefully eliminate the
problem of a student not having access to a Chromebook at any given point so even if theirs is
damaged, they get the loaner within, you know, the same day, very quickly and so they're the
impact of learning for them is, is very limited. So then we can repair them kind of at our own
pace.
Unknown 17:03
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Company. No, no, laptops, did you guys plan for.
Unknown 17:08
So we inish. So what we put in the library I believe was 50 different was 50 loaner
Chromebooks. I don't know the numbers on how many have actually ever been checked out at
one time. I don't think I know that we have never hit that number we've never run out of loners to
talk. Yeah. So, but it also could have been one more, maybe we could have done half that I don't
know the number of the maximum concurrent loners we've ever had out at one point. But we,
that was another one where we thought that it was better to start bigger, not knowing how much
damage we would expect. And then, in the future, maybe we can we can you know go a smaller
number if need be.
Unknown 17:50
Right. Do you know the game plan for
Unknown 17:55
over the summer, oh seniors.
Unknown 17:58
So, some of that still a little bit in flux. As far as the actual, you know, getting them back from
transferring students and seniors, we're still working on some of those procedures. I think the
current plan is. We'll have a member of our staff that will be here at certain parts of the day the
last week for seniors, so that if they are already exempt from from finals where they finished all
of them or whatever the case may be, they can then drop them off at their leisure, and upon that
we'll do an inspection to see does, you know, very cursory inspection of does everything work
properly. Does there seem to be any damage. Those kinds of things and then if we need to assess
a fee we'll tell them, you know, in that moment before they leave, and then four. So that's kind of
the plan for seniors and then potentially also transferring students that know they're not going to
be here next year but have a issued Chromebook. So as the summer. The current plan is that we
will that all students that expect that they're going to be back next year. Keep it over the summer,
so that they have any summer work they need to do they can do that. Additionally, it would be
there would be a fairly large administrative burden trying to collect all of those for every student
make sure that they. There were no consequences to them being off all summer, and then
distributing them all back. Yes, we kind of think for the labor involved, it's probably less of a, of
a burden to fix maybe a higher degree of repairs, than it will be to actually try and collect and
then redistribute all of those. So that's kind of where we are for now some of the other districts
we talked to in preparation up to this were previously collecting Chromebooks over the summer
storing them and then restrict redistributing back and, at least the ones we talked to most of them
are going away from that policy and we're going to go to a student's keep them over the summer,
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just because it was envisioned it was going to be less of a, of a headache and a burden than it
currently was collecting them.
Unknown 20:20
Okay, so the next question was designed for teachers but you might have a perspective as far as
like applications go. So how have you seen Chromebooks used for assessing loaning.
Unknown 20:33
Um,
Unknown 20:35
so yeah I mean it's a little bit harder for me to answer. It is one where when I've seen some of the
different applications installed because those are things that I've looked at you know what has
been installed what has been used on the Chromebooks. You know it's been a lot of of the G
Suite applications so very heavy on on classroom on docs slides, those kinds of things, which is
one of those where it's really just, you know, I think their assessment based on those things is no
different than it really has been with any other traditional format, you know, a paper written in
Google Docs is graded very similarly, I think the the hope is that the benefit to learning with that
is not that there's some radically different technology it's just that it eases the ability to share it
eases I think the time involved in editing these. Some of the ones I've seen mostly used, that's
what I kind of suspect but as far as like how teachers have actually been truly assessing whether
this is making a difference I don't really kind of feel that I have a you know a super close
perspective on.
Unknown 21:54
Perfect. That was my last question Ashley Do you have any final comments or things you want
to change going forward.
Unknown 22:02
I mean it's always. One thing I think that we'll try and continue to do is, you know, part of this is
by research projects like this, by the experience of other districts. I think also the tech department
will continue to try and talk to others to find out what some of these best practices do's and don'ts
that other districts or institutions find out about. So for us it's, I think we're trying to approach it
kind of was also a continuing education problem where you know it's not like we're going to
come up with a perfect plan that'll never change because the technology changes every year. Yes.
Five years ago, we were barely looking at Chromebooks I think I, you know, we had one in the
district as a test model, and another five years. It may be a completely different platform that we
have to manage differently, I don't know. So that's one thing that with this one to one will
continue to have to look at and and work on and research project like this might help with that
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Unknown 23:03
perfect kind of screen off that just an additional question I just thought of. Obviously we don't
know where we're gonna be in five or 10 years, but how does that contractually we'll quit the
Chromebooks are they contracted for like one year, two years, five years.
Unknown 23:18
So currently, they were actually purchased under a lease yes so there was a three year lease, that
the district has an option to basically buy them then from the leasing company once that three
years is up. I don't know exactly what will be the decision on that if we will take all of them that
we have in the district, we keep every single one of them. I know possibilities have been that we
do something like that and then distribute them to lower grades. I, again, not being the finance
guy, but my understanding of Part of the reason for leasing them was a lower upfront cost. You
know districts have been. Money is always a problem especially for any big one time purchase
like this which was a very big one, purchase to spread it out over three years. I think really
helped alleviate that problem. I suspect that same kind of payment and ordering structure may be
done with subsequent purchases. I think maybe in an ideal world, maybe a four year lease might
be preferable so that way if freshmen gets it their ninth grade year, then they don't ever have to,
you know, even if we check back on the lease. They don't have to turn that in and get a different
one they have the same one all four years. And then there's maybe a you know a purchase cycle.
You know, for a given grade level every year so those are constantly rotated. But that's another
one where I'm not the finance guy on the budget. So I don't know what that will ultimately look
like but that's how the initial structure was done, and really there's no ultimate decisions yet on
what the result of that will be whether we keep these and buy out the leases, or if we turn them
all back in and get a new model with updated technology, I don't know.
Unknown 25:16
Perfect. Thank you.
Transcribed by https://otter.ai
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1098416.pdf
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APPENDIX D
D: INTERVIEW SCRIPT

Hello, my name is Brooke Pritchett and I represent Wichita State University as a graduate
student in the college of applied studies program. I appreciate your willingness to participate in
my research. This study will examine data and educator perspectives on how the district has
rolled out their 1:1 Chromebook program. It will examine four key areas: deployment and
infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment. This research aims to add to the
current body of research by discovering best practices when it comes to implementing and
utilizing 1:1 technology. You were selected for participation in this study based on your
employment at this school.
Before we begin, I would like to share a few procedures for our conversation. I will be recording
this conversation using the Otter app on my iPhone. This will be deleted in five years, as is the
standard with my university. I will also be taking notes. I will ask you a series of questions. If a
question makes you uncomfortable or you do not wish to answer for any other reason, please let
me know and it will be skipped. Hello, my name is Brooke Pritchett and I represent Wichita
State University as a graduate student in the college of applied sciences program. I appreciate
your willingness to participate in my research. This study will examine data and educator
perspectives on how the district has rolled out their 1:1 Chromebook program. It will examine
four key areas: deployment and infrastructure, leadership and teaching, learning, and assessment.
This research aims to add to the current body of research by discovering best practices when it
comes to implementing and utilizing 1:1 technology. You were selected for participation in this
study based on your employment at this school.
Before we begin, I would like to share a few procedures for our conversation. I will be recording
this conversation using the Otter app on my iPhone. This will be deleted in five years, as is the
standard with my university. I will also be taking notes. I will ask you a series of questions. If a
question makes you uncomfortable or you do not wish to answer for any other reason, please let
me know and it will be skipped.
Although we will be on a first name basis, no names or identifying comments will be used when
I report the results of this session. You can be assured of complete confidentiality.
This interview will last approximately 30 minutes.
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Have you have read and signed the consent form?
Do you have any questions about it before we begin?
Do I have your permission to audio record our interview?
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